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I FOREWORD
The National Program for Solar Heating and Cooling is being conducted by the
Department of Energy as mandated by the Solar Heating and Cooling Demonstra-
tion Act of 1974. The overall goal of the Federal Demonstration Program is
to assist in the establishment of a viable solar industry and to stimulate
its growth so as to achieve a substantial reduction in fossil fuel use
through widespread use of solar heating and cooling applications. An analysis
and synthesis of the information gathered through this program will be dis-
seminated in site-specific reports and summary documents. They include:
•	 Solar Project Description
•	 Design/Construction Contractor Final Report
•	 Project Costs
•	 Maintenance and Reliability
•	 Operational Experience
•	 System Performance Evaluation
•	 Monthly Progress Reports
The Solar Project Description is prepared for the purpose of documenting the
project description in the "as-built" state. Information contained herein has
been extracted from data collected during site visits and from reference docu-
ments such as the project proposal, designers' specifications, contractors'
submittals, manufacturers' literature, photographs, "as-built" drawings, and
other project documentation as available. The remaining reports in this
series will rely on the Solar Project Description for specific site details.
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Il EXECUTIVE SUM1MARY
The following is a brief summary of the solar energy system at the Ducat In-
vestments, Inc. warehouse in Kansas City, Kansas. Major Features of this
system includes:
•	 Collector - Air, double glaze, flat plate
•	 Freeze protection - None required
•	 Application - Heating
•	 Storage - None
•	 New/Retrofit - New
•	 Performance Evaluation Instrumentation - Yes
0	 Site-Specific Features - No storage
The solar energy system was constructed with the new 48,800 square feet ware-
house to heat the warehouse area of about 39,000 square feet while the auxil-
iary energy system heats the office area of about 9,800 square feet.
The building has 20 bays, and each bay has its own solar system. The 20
collectors for each bay are mounted in a single row. These collectors are
double glazed, flat plate collectors and are mounted at Q o to the horizontal.
Air is heated either through the collectors or by the electric resis-
tance duct coils. Return air is drawn through the collectors and circulated
back into the warehouse space. There is no storage for this system.
The solar energy system has been operational since April 1979. It has been
fully instrumented for performance evaluation and integrated into the
National Solar Data Network.
F
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III KEY WORD ABSTRACT
Application--Space heating air system.
Collector Type--Flat plate air.
Collector Manufacturer--Solaron Corpfiration.
Collector Area-4,800 square feet.
Storage--Warehoused material and building shell mass.
.	 Building Load--888.12 (Mill BTU).
BTU's Produced--(Estimated) 499.12 (Mill BTU).
Architect/General Contractor--Midgley, Shaughnessy, Fickel and Scott/
A. L. Huber & Sons Construction.
Solar System Contractor--City Wide Heating & Cooling Company, Inc.
IV INTRODUCTION
From the outset the Ou-Cat Office and Warehouse had been planned to have
the flexibility to accommodate the space needs of future tenants and to
offer a real savings in heating and cooling operational costs. The building
is 100 meet deep and 488 feet long with a floor to steel joist height of 22
feet. The long axis of the building is from north to south. The collector:
are arrayed on the roof of the building in 20 rows with 20 collectors per
row. The original solar system was designed to meet a percentage of the
heating requirements for the warehouse portion of the building only. It
is estimated that the solar system will supply 56.2% of the heating require-
ments of the warehouse area. The warehouse was designed to take up 39,000
square feet of the building. The building envelope is well insulated in
that it has an R-20 roof and R-11 sidewall. Comparatively, the energy
required to heat the building without solar will be 30-35 percent less than
similar buildings built under normal construction standards in the Kansas
City area.
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V DESIGN PHII,ISOPHV
The solar syste+n is designed under the major premises of simplicity and
flexibility. In designing an office warehouse facility for the heeds of
a future unknown leasee, the space designer must be flexible in that he
can only assume the space requirements that a tenant will need. For example,
the building may accoimrodate one or ten 'easees. One leasee may require
20, office space and 8W warehouse space, while another may require just the
opposite. Therefore, the space designer can only provide a very tentative
floor plan which will lend itself to the probable needs of a tenant. So
is the case with the mechanical engineer who must also remain flexible in his
design.
However, in designing under a grant situation one mu;t be relatively con-
crete in the design in which he intends to submit. In order to be firm in
design yet flexible in application the warehouse area was split into 20
24 foot by 80 foot bays which assumes a normal warehouse/office space
requirt,ment. Since the heating demands of the office and those of a ware-
house were different and that simplicity in solar design was paramount, it
was determined that the offices be heated and cooled conventionally while
the warehouse be heated with a primary solar system.
If we assume that there will be multiple tenants then we must also assume,
for metering and demand purposes, that each tenant will need to control his
heating as required. Therefore, 20 individual solar systems were designed,
each with its individual thermostat control. The 2-stage space thermostat
will dictate the heating demand and a simple differential temperature con-
troller will acknowledge the availability or unavailability of solar heat.
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The collectors on the roof are air collectors which are manifolded internally
and externally with supply and return ductwork. In the ducting system there
is one bl P4<tor, two motorized control dampers, and one electric resistance
heating section to supply back up heat. The control dampers are placed
in tho ductwork so that air can be drawn through the collectors via the
blower into the supply ductwork in the interior of the warehouse, or the
air may be rerouted to by-pass the collectors and allow the return air
to be heated directly by the electric resistance heater.
There is no provision for storage in the system other than the mass of
whatever materials are stored plus the mass of the building itself. There
are a number of reasons why Storage was eliminated from the design. First:
the normal storage rock vessels are very space consuming and would take up
valuable warehouse space. Second: when storage is eliminated the need
for more extensive ductwork and controls are eliminated. Third: massive
storage requirements may not be necessary due to the fact that a warehouse
is normally manned about eight hours during the day. Therefore, nocturnal
demand is minimized and hopefully the heating requirement at night would
be partially satisfied by the radiant heat given off by the warehoused
materials which had absorbed much of the daytime heat. Fourth: if this
warehouse is successfully heated without storage, it may be that warehouses
may wish to follow suit which could be one simple and inexpensive means of
heating voluminous spaces on a retrofit basis without extensive redesign and
structural changes.
5
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VI SITE AND BUILDING DESCRIPTION
Site Description
•	 Special topographical or climatic conditions - None
•	 Latitude - 390
•	 Annual degree days (650F base)
o	 Heating - 5,351
o	 Cooling - 1,281
o	 Data location - Kansas City, Kansas
o
	
	
Data reference - "Input Data for Solar Systems" U.S. Department of
of Energy, Interagency Agreement No. E(49-26)-1041, November,1918
•	 Average horizontal insulation
o	 January - 648 Btu/ft2/day
o	 July - 2,102 Btu/ft2/day
o	 Data location - Kansas City, Kansas
o	 Data reference - "Input Data for Solar Sste111s." U.S. Department of
Energy, Interagency Agreement No.E(49-26T-1040, November, 19'8.
•	 Site topographic description - Flat
•	 Shading - None
[wilding Description
•	 Occupancy - Warehouse and office
0	 Total area - 48,800 ft2
o	 Warehouse - 39,000 ft2
o	 Office - 9,800 ft2
•	 Solar conditioned area - Warehouse area only, 39,000 ft2
•	 Number of stories - One
•	 Roof slope - Flat
Structure
•	 Walls
• Type - Load bearing masonry wall
• Exterior finish - Concrete block
• Insulation - I% in. sprayed cellulose, R-I I
• Doors - Overhead insulated doors
e	 Roof
• Type - Open web steel joists
• Exterior finish -Built-up roof with grovel finish
• Insulation - S in. of fiberglass, R-20
Mechanical System
0	 Heating
• Solar - Air system with no storage
• Auxiliary - Electric resistance heater elements
• (distribution - Duct system
e	 Air Handling Unit
• Manufacturer - Carrier
• Model No. - 40ES 160300
7
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VII SOLAR SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
A. General Overview
The Ou-Cat Investments, Inc. site it a IN
commercial building located in Kansas City, Kansas. This leasable building
is divided into 20 equal areas, or un1L:, which are designated units 1 through
20. Each unit contains approximately 2,400 square feet of conditioned
space, and includes an independently controllel solar energy and auxiliary
heating system. This modular design permits the flexibility of combining
multiple units to form offices and warehouses of various size floor areas as
required by a tenant. Although there are 20 independently controlled systems
installed in the building, only four systems, units 8, 12 9 11, and 20, are
instrumented for collection of data.
For each unit, solar energy is collected by an array of flat-plate collectors
with a gross area of 400 square feet. The collectors, manufactured by Solaron
Corporation, face three degrees east of south at an angle of 53 degrees from
the horizontal. Solar heated air flows directly from the collectors to the
conditioned space. When solar energy is not available, auxiliary heating is
provided by a 14-kilowatt resistance heater within the air-handler unit (AHU).
B. Collector Subsystem
The collector array is in 20 rows with 20 collector panels in each row.
Each one of the 20 warehouse bays is individually heated by a collector row.
The office area in each bay is heated by conventional HVAC units.
10
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VII SOLAR SYSTEM DESCRIPTION (con't)
Collectors
•	 Type - Double glazed flat plate collectors 	 {
•	 Manufacturer - Solaron
•	 Model No. - 7000
•	 Number - 400
•	 Collector orientation - 3 0 east of south
•	 Tilt angle - 530 to the horizontal
•	 Gross area - 1,P00 ft2
•	 Net area - 7,000 ft2
Array configuration - 20 rows of 20 collector panels each; see figure VII
for typical row.
Collector enclosure
•	 Frame material - 24 gage steel
•	 Overall size - 18 in. x 36 in. x 1% in.
•	 Gross area - 19.5 ft2
•	 Filled weight - 153 lb
Glazing
•	 Number - Double
•	 Material - Fourco clearlite low iron tempered glass
•	 Thickness - 0.'125 in.
•	 Transmittance - 90 percent
•	 Reflectance - 4 percent
Absorber plate
•	 Type - Flat plate
•	 Material - 28 gage steel sheet
•	 Coating and application - Baked-on flat black coating
	
. ,
•	 Absorptance - 94 percent
.
•	 Emittance - 85 percent
Collector Support (see figure VIII)
The collectors are attached to welded steel angle triangular supports. The supports
are welded to metal legs that protrude through the roof in pitch pockets to metal
base plates. The base plates are welded to the metal bar ceiling joist. The north
side of the collector support is covered with metal siding. The steel angle supports
are 6 feet apart.
C. Storage Subsystem - Not applicable; there is no storage.
D. Energy-to-Load Subsystem
General Description - Space heating is provided for each bay by circulating air from
the warehouse through the collector bank. The air is passed through an air handling
unit with a single stage electric resistant heater before it is sent back to the
warehouse.
Space Heating
•	 Ducting - Steel
•	 Air handling unit
o	 Manufacturer - Carrier
o	 Model No. - 40FS160300
i
	
o	 Flow rate - 1000 ft3/min
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o	 Power - 0.32 Hp
•	 Electric resistant heater element
o	 Manufacturer - Indeeco
o	 Model No. - QUA
o	 Output - 15 KW
•	 Dampers - Manufactured by Honeywell
E. Controls Subsystem
General Description - The solar energy system may operate in two modes. Fig-
ure IV shows the s, , stem for space heating from the collectors. The collector
absorber plate temperature must exceed the warehouse air temperature by 330F
before the mode is activated. The solar system will continue to operate until
the space heating demand has been met or the temperature differential between
the collector absorber plate and the air in the warehouse is less than 210F.
A two-stage thermostat is used to maintain the warehouse at a set temperature.
If the solar system is unable to maintain the warehouse at the set temperature,
the two stage thermostat activates the electrical resistance duct coils to pro-
vide for auxiliary heating. Figure V shows the auxiliary space heating mode
when the collector absorber plate tempera°ure is less than 21 OF warmer than
the warehouse air temperature.
The solar energy commercial demonstration project for the Ducat Investments,
Inc. warehouse is represented in The Site Plan figure I. The major components
of the system include 7,800 ft 2 of Solaron collectors, an air handling unit,
and an auxiliary electric furnance.
13
Subsequent sections describe the collector, energy-to-load, auxiliary energy,
and control subsystems. Figure 11 shows a overall sy.;tem schematic. Append-
ices A and 0 present a glossary and legend of symbols.
14
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VIII SYSTEM OPERATING MODES
Of the total of 20 individual Solar Collection Systems, four systems
are completely instrumented. These four systems cover bays 8, 12, 17 and
20. Figure III shows the instrumentation location for the temperature
sensors, flow meters, and watt meters. The space heating system for
each of the instrumented units (shown schematically in Figure III has
three modes of operation.
A.	 Mode 1_ P Space ,Heating (Solar Only ): This mode is entered when the
sensed air temperature inside one collector absorber channel exceeds
the sensed building inside ambient temperature by 33 0F, and a stage
one heating demand exists. In this mode, motorized damper D1 is
closed, damper D2 is open, fan F1 is activated, and the auxiliary
heating is off. This mode is terminated when either additional heat-
ing is required, as sensed by the thermostat, or when the sensed
collector air temperature no longer exceeds the sensed building ambient
temperature by more than 21 0F. This mode of operation is shown in
Figure IV.
R.	 Mode 2 - Space Heat ing (Sol ar and Auxiliary): This mode is entered from
Mode 1 when the thermostat indicates that additional heat is required, and
the senses: collector absorber air temperature exceeds the building tempera-
ture by more than 21 0F. In Mode 2 operation, motorized damper 01 is closed,
motorized damper D2 is open, AHU F1 is activated, and the auxiliary resis-
tance heater is on. Termination of this mode occurs when Mode 1 or 3 condi-
tions are met or the space heating demand is satisfied. This mode of
operation is shown in Figure V.
17
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C.	 Mode 3 - Space Heating (Auxiliary Only): This mode is entered
from either Mode I or 2 when the sensed collector air temperature
no longer exceeds the building temperature by 21 0F. Space
heating is provided entirely by the electrical resistance heat-
er in the AHU. In this mode, motorized damper D1 is open and
motorized damper D2 is closed. This mode of operation is
depicted in Figure VI.
The collector air flow arrangement for a typical row of collectors
is shown in figure VII while figure VIII shows a cross section
of a typical collector row together with the support subsystem.
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IX PERFORMANCE EVALUATION INSTRUMENTATION
A. The National Solar Data Network
The National Solar Data Network (see Figure IX) has been developed for the
Department of Energy to process data collected from specific commercial
demonstration sites which were selected for thermal performance evaluation.
The data flow in the Network is shorn in figure X. Products from the
Network includes monthly and seasonal system-performance reports describing
the thermal performance of the solar energy system and subsyst ons.
The performance evaluation instrumentation at each selected demonstration site
is part of a comprehensive data collection system that allows for valid analyses
of the solar system performance. Collected data are both applicable and prac-
tical in calculating thermal performance factors that describe the behavior of
the solar system (see NBSIR 76-1137, National Bureau of Standards). Additional
instrumentation may also be included as a result of site-specific requirements.
Typically, the instrumentation includes sensors that monitor the following:
e	 Total insolation in the plane of the collector array
e	 Ambient temperature
e	 Collector subsystem flow rate and temperatures
e	 Storage inlet flow rate and temperatures
e	 Storage outlet flow rate and temperatures
e	 Storage temperature
e	 Storage-to-load subsystem flow rate and temperatures
r	 e	 Auxiliary fuel flow rates
25
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Site data are recorded automatically at prescribed intervals by the Site Data
Acquisition System (SDAS). The recorded data are transmitted daily to the
Ctmimiunications Processor in the Central Data Processing System (CDPS). The
communications link between every SDAS and the CDPS consists of voice-grade
telephone lines and telephone data couplers. A reading is transmitted from the
SDAS internal timer with every data sample to ensure that the data are time-
tagged correctly.
The Carrmunications Processor scans the receiving data to identify any apparent
transmission errors and verifies correct site contact by checking the address
code transmitted by the SDAS. Data are stored temporarily in the Communications
Processor and processed by the Host Computer. The processing includes measure-
ment checkii nq to ensure that the data are reasonable; that is, that they are not
beyond the known instrument limits and they are not erratic. Data which appear
questionable are discarded and are not used in the solar system performance
analyses.
Appropriate equations were formulated and prograrrxned to define desired per-
formance factors for the solar energy systems at each selected demonstration
site. A performance factor is a number that describes either, the efficiency
o ►- the quantity of energy lost, gained, or converted by a solar energy system
or by a component. All valid data are processed using these performance factor
equations to (ievierate hourly performance factors. Hourly performance factors
are integrated into daily and monthly performance factors. These hourly, daily,
and monthly performance factors are stored in data files in the CDPS. These
data files also include measurement data, expressed in engineering units; numerical
?U
a
IV -----,
and textual site identification; and specific site data used in generating
the performance factors.
B.	 Onsite Instrumentation
The onsite instrumentation includes sensors to monitor the various parameters
of the solar energy system, a junction box, and a Site Data Acquisition
System that stores and transmits data to the Host Computer (see figures IX
and X). Specific information for temperature, flow, power, and miscellaneous
sensors is presented in tables 1 through 4, respectively. Sensor locations
are shown in figure XI.
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DUCAT OFFICE
	 WARHIOUSU
SYSTEM 8 - Bay 8
SYSTEM	 TEST	 I	 -	 Visual	 System	 Installation Inspection
TEST	 OBJECTIVE:
A	 visual	 system	 inspection	 to	 verif y that	 all	 system
components	 are	 installed	 correctly,	 sized properly,
and	 in	 their	 proper	 place	 within	 the system.
TEST	 PREREQUISITE:
All	 system	 components	 mutt t	 conform	 to "as	 built"
dratNings
	
and	 specifications.
Technician:
	 Jack	 Searcy
Date:	 5/23/79
Tim(:	 8:30
	 a.m. Corrections
made to meet
System Component	 Approved (O Non Approved(/) test acceptance
1. Solar	 collectors	 (X)
2. Collector	 r ►anifold	 (X)
duc f+ iork(rectanqular)
3. Col'octor	 manifold	 (X) (	 )
duc --work(round	 flexible)
4. Return	 air	 filter	 (X)
5. ,fir	 handler	 X)
6. Motor	 dampers	 (X)
7. [,ac4,	 draft
	
dallPers
	 (X) (	 )
8. Controls	 (X) (	 )
9. :,upuly	 registers	 (X (	 )
DUCAT OFFICE A HAREHnIISF
SYSTEM TEST 2 - System operation
TEST OBJECTIVE:
A manual inspection to verify that all fans, damners,
controls and air distribution systems are operatioq
as specified.
TEST PRERF UISITE:
Components must operate as indicated by following
operational mode sequence.
Technician: Jack Searcy
Date:	 5/23/79
Time:
	 12:50
T2-A - Heating from Collector
Procedure: Set space thermostat to call for 1st stage
heat. If collector heat is not available
this mode can be simulated by disconnect-
in q tem p erature sensor Tco or Tci lead at
differential controller.
Operation:
Fan - AN
Motor Damper 1 - CLOSE
Motor Damper 2 - OPF11
Back Draft hamper - OPEN
Resistance heater - nFF
v ) If system operates as indicated
X;
X)
X)
X)
N O TE:	 IF SYSTEM DOFS NOT OPERATE AS INDICATF.n. CORRECT
AS NECESSARY ANn INnICATE CnRRECTInl WE.
No Corrections necessary
T2-D - Heating With Supplemental Neat Only
Procedure:	 Set space thermostat to call for 2nd stage
heat.	 If collector heat is still available
r
	
	
disconnect both Tco and Tci sensor leads
from temperature differential controller
to simulate the absence of heat in the
collectors.
SYSTEM TEST 2 - Page 2
naeration: (-/ )
t` a n• 7 ti=- (	X )
Motor namper	 1	 -	 nfF"1 (	 )
Motor Hamper 2	 - CLOSE X(	 )
Back	 Draft	 Damper	 -	 CI n SC (	 X )
Resi!.tance
	
Heater	 -	 nN (	 X )
s'
If s y stem oneratet as indicated
UTE:	 IF SYSTFM n n ES NOT n n F(tATF AS I'InICAT[n, r,nRRFrT
AS NECESSARY A pin I`IDICATF C n RRrCTIn ► I MADE.
No corrections necessary
T2-C - Heatin g 1-lith Coll(, (-tor Ilea 	 A nd Su p plemental Heat
Procvdure:	 Set s pace thervinstat to call for 2nd staoe
heat.
	
If collector hrat is available the
followin g
 operation should result.
O_eer,ition:
	
►,')	 if system operates as indicated
t a
	 X. )
Motor Damper 1 - CL nSCn
	 ( X)
Motor Damper 2 - Of PI
	 ( X )
Back Draft Damper - OP PI
	 ( X)
Resistance Heater - ON	 ( X)
NOTE	 IF SYSTEM nnES NnT OP R A TE AS I"I n ICATFn. CORRECT
AS NECESSARY AND I ►InICATF C n RRFCTI n%1 MAU.
No corrections necessary
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SYSTEM TEST 3 - Temperature Test
TEST OBJECTIVE:
To demonstrate tem peratures at various points in the
system.
TEST PREREQl1ISITE:
For collected solar heat to be usable the temperature
at the collector must be 38"F+ 5 0
 above the ambient
room temperature.
Test Procedure:
Measure the ambient room temperature. riven that the
indoor thermostat is set on first stage heat the solar
system will o p erate if the tem perature of air in the
collectors is 38°F+ 5°F g reater than ambient.
	 The solar
system will shut o -ff when the difference between collector
temperature and ambient tem perature is reduced to 25°F
+ 5°F.	 To simulate a reduction in temperature differ-
ential the room ambient temperature sensor can he warmed
artifically.
Technician: Jack Searcy
Gate:	 5/23/79
Time:
	 1:05
A.	 Collecto r° temperature 193	 °F
B	 Indoor ambient temperature
	 68	 OF
Temperature "R" 193
	
°F - Temperature "A"	 68	 O F =
125	 OF Temperature Differential.
Outside ambient - 75°F
MOTE:	 If Temperature Differential is g reater than 38°F
+ 5°F the solar system should be oneratinn.
If Temperature Differential is less than 25°F +
5°F the solar system should not he o p eratinn and
the supplemental heat should he on.
MOTE:	 IF SYSTEM DOES ,InT O PERATE A^ IMnICATEn, CORRECT
AS NECESSARY AND PI n ICATE CORRECTION MADE.
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SYSTEM TEST 4 - Electrical Osage
TEST OBJECTIVE:
Measure amp load on blower motor.
TEST PPEREQUISITE:
Test must indicate that am p era g e draw is within manu-
facturer's specification as listed below.
TEST PROCEDURF:
Component
	
Manufacture Snrc. Fla	 AMP Load
Fan	 3.5	 2.7
NOTE.	 IF MEASURED AMP LOAn IS r,RFATFR THAN INnICATEn
ABOVE, C O RRECT AS NFCFSSIPY AND INnICATF.
CORRECTION MADE.
Technician: Jack Searcy
Date:	 5/23/79
Time:
	
1 :10
40
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OFFICE TEST 5 - Collector Flow and Pressure iron
TEST OBJECTIVE:
Measure collector flow rate in cubic feet per minute.
TEST PREREQUISITE:
System flow rate and pressure drop must conform as
specified below.
TEST PROCEDURE:
Measure system velocity and pressure dron at cold air
and hot air collector manifold duct usinq a air velom-
eter.
Specified velocity
	 Measured velocity
700-800 FPM	 757,2
Specified CFM	 Measured CFM
780-1170 CFM	 954
Specified Pressure Drop	 Measured Pressure Drop
Approximately .23"
	 .21 iwg
NOTE:
	
	 IF MEASUREMENTS 00 NOT REFLECT THE ARnVE.
SPECIFICATImis, BALANCE SYSTEM ►+CCnRnINrLY.
Technician: Jack Searcy
Date:	 5/23/79
Time:	 1:15
x
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SYSTEM 12 - Bay 12
SYSTEM TEST 1 - Visual System Installation Inspection
TEST OBJECTIVE:
A visual system inspection to verify that all system
components are installed correctly, sized properly,
and in their proper place within the system.
TEST PREREQUISIT E:
All system components must conform to "as built"
drawings and specifications.
Technician: Jack Searcy
Date:	 5/23/79
Time:	 8:45 a.m.
System Component
1. Solar collectors
2. Collector manifold
duccwork(rectangular)
3. Collector manifold
ductwork(round flexible)
4. Ret:irn air filter
5. Air handler
6. Motor dampers
7. Back draft daiapers
8. Controls
9. Supply registers
Corrections
made to meet
/Approved ( O "Jon Approved(v) test acceptance
^X^
( X )
(X)	 ( )
(X)
(X)	 ( )
(X)	 ( )
(X)	 ( )
a
....
rte._;	 ..,.._,..	 ..._. _.....	 _
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SYSTEM TEST 2 - System operation
TEST OBJECTIVE:
A manual ins pection to verify that all fans, dampers,
controls and air distribution systems are operatinq
as specified.
TEST PRERFQUISITE:
Components must operate as indicated by followinq
operational mode sequence.
Technician: Jack Searcy
Date:	 5/23/79
Time:	 9:15 a.m.
T2-A - Heating from Collector
Procedure: Set space thermostat to call for 1st staqe
heat.
	 If collector heat is not available
this node can he simulated by disconnect-
inn tem p erature sensor Tco or Tci lead at
differential controller.
Operation:	 (ti ) If s y stem operates as indicated
Fan - ON	 ( X )
Motor Damper 1 - CLOSF,	 ( X )
Motor Damper 2 - OPFN	 ( X )
Back Draft limper - nPCN	 ( X)
Resistance Heater - OFF
	 ( X )
NnTE:
	 IF SYSTEM DOES rInT OPCRATF AS INDICATF.n, CORRECT
AS NECESSARY AND INnICATF CnRRECTIn'l MADE.
No corrections necessary
T2-B - Heating With Supplemental heat Only
Procedure:	 Set space thermostat to call for 2nd staqe
heat.	 If collector heat is still available
disconnect hoth Tco and Tci sensor leads
from tem p erature differential controller
to simulate the absence of heat in the
collectors.
43
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Operation:
Fin- n - nN
Motor Damper 1 - OPF."I
Motor Damper 2 - CLOSE
Back Draft Damper - COSE
Resistance Heater - ON
X
) If system onerates as indicated
( X )))
( X;
( X)
NOTE:	 IF SYSTEM DOES NOT CPF.RATF AS I 11OICATED, CORRECT
AS NECESSARY AND I"IDICATE C n RRECTIni4 MADE.
No corrections necessary
T2-C - Heatinq Hith Collector Heat And Supplemental Heat
Procedure:	 Set space thermostat to call for 2nd staoe
heat.	 If collector heat is available the
followin g
 operation should result.
O pera tion:
	 ( 3 ) If system operates as indicated
Fan - ON	 ( X
Motor Damper 1 - CLOSED	 ( X;
Motor Damper 2 - OPEN
	
( X)
Back Draft Damper	 OPEN	 ( X)
Resistance Heater - ON 	 ( X)
NO T E:	 IF SYSTEM ODES NOT OPFRATF. AS I ,InICATED, CORRECT
AS NECESSARY AND INnICATE CnRRECTIo^I MADF.
No corrections necessary
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SYSTEM TEST 3 - Temperature Test
TEST OBJECTIVE:
To demonstrate tem peratures at various points in the
system.
TEST PREREQUISITE-
For collected solar heat to he usable the temperature
at the collector must be 38"F+ 5° above the ambient
room temperature.
Test Procedure:
Measure the ambient room temperature. 	 r-iven that the
indoor thermostat is set on first sta g e heat the solar
system will overate if the temperature of air in the
collectors is 38°F+ 5°F greater than ambient.
	
The solar
system will shut off when the difference between collector
temperature and ambient temnerature is reduced to 25 °F
+ 5°F.	 To simulate a reduction in temperature differ-
ential the room ambient temperature sensor can he warmed
artifically.
Technician: Jack Searcy
Date:	 5/23/79
Time:	 10:30
A. Collector temperature	 117
	
OF
B. Indoor ambient temperature
	 72
	
OF
Temperature "R"
	 117 "F - Temperature "A"	 72	 I F =
45	 °F Temperature Differential.
Outside ambient = 68 °F
NOTE:	 If Temperature Differential is g reater than 38°F
+ 5 °F the solar system should be oneratinn.
Tf Tem p erature Differential is less than 25"F +
5 °F the solar system should not he oneratinn and
the supplemental heat should he on.
NOTE:	 IF SYSTEM DOES N()T nPFRATE AS I"InICATEn, CORRECT
AS NECESSARY AND PI n ICATE CORRECTInN MAnE.
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SYSTEM TI*ST 4 - Llectrical Usage
TESL' OBJECTIVI:
Measure amp load on hlower motor.
TES L PR CRF 11ISiTf.:
Test must indicate th•il t amperage draw is within manu-
facturer's specification as listed below.
I
	
TEST PROCFDIIRF:
`	 Com;)onent	 Ma nufacturc' ;nec. F I a	 AMP Load
Fan	 3.	 _ 2.9_---
NOT[:
	
	
IF MIASuRi.n AV 	 L'lA') 1S GP1.ATLR TIIA'I INr)ICATEn
A[)OVF , C O RRLCT AS "IFC^S`,aPY A-10 I"InICATE
CORRECT I W I MA11C .
Technician: Jack Searcy
Date:	 5/23/79
Time:	 9:45 a.m.
.,
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OFFICE TEST 5 - Collector Flow and Pressure nron
TEST OBJECTIVE:
Measure collector flow rate in cubic feet per minute.
TEST PREREQUISITE:
System flow rate and pressure drop must conform rs
specified below.
TEST PRnCEnURE:
Measure system velocity and pressure dron at cold air
and hot air collector manifold duct usin q a air velom-
eter.
Specified velocity	 Measured velocity
700-800 FPM	 788 FPM
Specified CFM
	 Measured CFM
780-1170 CFM	 995 CFM
Specified Pressure drop	 Measured Pressure Drop
Approximately .23"	 .23 iwg
NOTE: IF MEASUREMENTS nn NOT REFLECT THE ARM
SPECIFICATIWIS, BALANCE SYSTEM ACi:nRnINRLY.
Technician: Jack Searcy
Date:	 5/23/79
Time:
	 10:00
47
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SYSTEM 17 - Bay 17
SYSTEM TEST 1 - Visual System Installation Inspection
TEST OBJECTIVE:
A visual system inspection to verify that all system
components are installed correctly. sized properly,
and in their proper place within the system.
TEST PREREQUISITE:
All system components must conforri to "as built"
drawings and specifications.
Technician: Jack Searcy
Date:	 5/23/79
Time:
	
8:55	 a.m. Corrections
made	 to meet
System Component Approvod (0 Non	 Approved(V) test acceptance
1. Solar	 collectors (	 )
2. Collector	 manifold
`X}
X)	 (	 )
ductwork(rectdngular)
3. Collector	 rianifold (X)	 (	 )
ductwi rk(round	 flexible)
4. Return	 air	 filter X)	 )
5. ,fir	 handler X
6. Motor
	
dampers X
7. Back	 draft	 dampers ( fl
B. Controls (X
9. Supply	 registers (X)
rw,
DUCAT OFFICE A I- ► AREHnUSF.
SYSTEM TEST 2 - System nperation
TEST OBJECT IVE :
A manual inspection to verify that all fans, dampers,
controls and air distribution systems are operating
as specified.
TEST PREREQUISITE:
Components must operate as indicated by followinq
operational mode sequence.
Technician: Jack Searcy
Date:	 5/23/79
Time:
	 10:45 a.m.
T2-A - Beating from Collector
Procedure: Set space thermostat to call for 1st stage
heat.	 If collector heat is not available
tFis mode can be simulated by disconnect-
in g
 temoerature sensor Tco or Tci lead at
differential controller.
Operation:
	 If s y stem operates as indicated
Fan 	N	 X
Motor Damper 1 - CLOSE.	 X
Motor Damper 2 - OPFN	 ( X )
Back (haft hamper - nPEN	 ( X )
Resistance Heater - nFF	 ( X )
NnTE:	 IF SYSTEM DOFS NOT OPERATF AS INDICATED. CORRECT
AS NECESSARY AND INDICATE CnRRECTIO"1 MADE.
No corrections necessary
T2-8 - heating With Supplemental Beat Only
Procedure:	 Set space thermostat to call for 2nd stage
heat.	 If collector heat is still available
disconnect both Tco and Tci sensor leads
from tem p erature differential controller
to simulate the absence of heat in the
collectors.
49
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If s y stem onerates as indicated
r a n- .^^.^^
	 ( X
Motor namper 1 - n p ri	 ( X )
!rotor Damper 2 - CI.nSC
	 ( X )
Back Draft hamper - rl n sr	 ( X )
Resistance Heater - nN	 ( X)
NOTE:	 IF SYSTEM nnES W)T n ►'l PAU +1s I , jnICATCn, CnRRF.t".T
AS NFcFSSARY A rin I"JDICATE C n jt^. r CTl rl r l mAnE.
No corrections necessary
T2-C - Heatin g ' 1 it:h Colloc:tor ,lest 4 nd Su p plemental Heat
Procedure:	 Set snare thvrr , os t,r t to calll for 2nd stage
heat.	 If col I( 1 c:tni • heat is available the
followin g operation should result.
Op era tion:	 ( 3 ) If system operates as indicated
fa
	 -n - — ( X)
Motor- Damper 1 - CLnS[n 	 ( X)
Motor Damper 2 - nrrN	 ( X)
Lack Draft namper - nPEN	 ( X)
Resistance Heater - ON	 ( X)
NOTE:	 IF SYSTEM GOES !InT nrrr, ,TF AS I"inICATEn. CORRECT
AS NECESSARY AWD INnICATF C n RP,FCTi n "I KiAnF.
No corrections necessary
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SYSTEM TEST 3 - Temperature Test
TEST nBJECTIVr:
To demonstrate temoeratures at various points in the
system.
TEST PREREQUISITE.:
For collected solar heat to be usable the temperature
at the collector must be 38°F+ 5° above the ambient
room temperature.
Test Procedure:
Measure the ambient room temperature. riven that the
indoor thermostat is set on first stave heat the solar
system will overate if the tem p erature of air in the
collectors is 38°F+ 5°F g reater than ambient.
	
The solar
system will shut off when the difference hetween collector
temperature and ambient tem p erature is reduced to 25°F
± 5°F.	 To simulate a reduction in temperature differ-
ential the room ambient temperature sensor can he warmed
artifically.
Technician: Jack Searcy
Date:	 5/23/79
Time:
	 11:00 a.m.
A.	 Collector tempera turn	 160	 °F
Q. Indoor ambient temperature ^72 	 °F
Temperature "R"	 160 "F - Tem p erature "A"	 72	 OF
88	 O F Temperature Differential.
Outside ambient = 71°F
NOTE:
	
	 If Temperature DiffPrential is g reater than 38 °F
+ 5°F the solar system should he oner atinci.
Tf Tem p erature Differential is less than 25°F +
5°F the solar system should not he oneratine and
the supplemental heat should he on.
NOTE:
	 IF SYSTEM DOES N()T O PERATE AS INDICATED, CORRECT
AS NECESSARY AND I"InICATE CORRECTI O N MADE.
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SrSTFM TI ST 4 - Flectrical I'sage
TES1 OB,,ECTIVF:
Measure amp load on blower motor.
TEST PPI'RF III!ITF:
Test must indicate th-t am p oraqe draw is within manu-
facturer's specification as listed below.
TES' PROCEDURF:
Comi,onent.	 Manufacture "noc . Fl.i 	 AMP Load
Fan	 3.5
NO T [.:	 IF MFASIIRFII AMP L`)A fl IS 6RFATFR THAN INDICATE
ABOVE, C n RRCCI AS 'IF('I5S n PY A'ID I "InICATE
CORRECTION MACK.
Technician: Jack Searcy
Date:	 5/23/19
Time:	 11:05
.,
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OFFICE TEST 5 - Collector Flow and Pressure nron
TEST OBJECTIVE:
Measure collector flow rate in cubic feet per minute.
TEST PREREQUISITE:
System flow rate and pressure drop must conform as
specified below.
TEST PRnCEnURE:
Measure system velocity and pressure dron at cold air
and hot air collector manifold duct usinq a air velom-
eter.
Specified velocity
	 Measured velocity
700-800 FPM	 768.8
Specified CFM	 Measured CFM
780-1170 CFM	 971.7
Specified Pressure nrop
	 Measured Pressure Drop
Approximately . 23"	 .25 iwg
NOTE:	 IF MEASUREMENTS nn NOT REFLECT THE ARnVE
SPECIFICATIn"IS, BALANCE SYSTEM nCCnRnINALY.
Technician: Jack Searcy
Date:
	
5/23/79
Time:	 11:10 a.m.
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SYSTEM 20 - (lay 20
SYSTEM TEST 1 - Visual System Installation Inspection
TEST OBJECTIVE:
A visual system inspection to verity that all system
components are installed correctly, sized properly.
and in their proper place within the system.
TEST PRE RL UI S 1 TE
All system components must cor ► form to "as built"
drawings and specifications.
Technician: Jack Searcy
0atr.	 5/23/79
Time	 9:05	 a. m. Corrections
made	 to meat
System Component Approved (i) "Jon	 Approved(vi	 test	 acceptance
1. solar	 Collectors (X) (	 )
2. Col I oc tot,	 Trani fold (X (	 )
ductwork(rrctan(jular)
3. Colloctor	 manifold (X) (	 )
duetwork(round	 flexible)
4. Return	 air	 filter (	 ) (X)	 Dirty/replace
5. Air
	
handler X (	 )
G. Moto,-	 daripers (X)
7. Back	 draft	 daripers (X
B. Controls (X)
J. Supply	 regrsters (X) (	 )
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SYSTEM TEST 2 - System operation
TEST OBJECTIVE:
A manual inspection to verify that all fans " dampers"
controls and air distribution systems are operatinq
as specified.
TEST PREREQUISITE:
Components must operate as indicated by followinq
operational mode sequence.
Technician: Jack Searcy
Date:	 5/23/79
Time:
	 11:40 a.m.
T2-A - Heating from Collector
Procedure: Set space thermostat to call for 1st staqe
heat. If collector heat is not available
this mode can be simulated by disconnect-
inq tem p erature sensor Tco or Tci lead at
differential controller.
Operation:	 (y ) If system operates as indicated
Fan - ON
Motor Damper 1 - CLOSE	
X
X;
Motor Damper 2 - OPEN	 ( X)
Back Draft Damper - OPEN	 (
 X)
Resistance Heater - OFF	 ( X )
NOTE:	 IF SYSTEM DOES NOT OPLRATF AS INDICATED, CORRECT
AS NECESSARY AND INDICATE CORRECTIO"1 MADE.
No corrections necessary
T2-B - Heating With Supplemental Heat Only
Procedure: Set space thermostat to call for 2nd staqe
heat.	 If collector heat is still available
disconnect both Tco and Tci sensor leads
from tem p erature differential controller
to simulate the absence of heat in the
collectors.
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noeration:	 (-/) If system orerates as indicated
Fan - ON	 ( X )
Motor Pamper 1 - OPFN 	 ( X)
Motor Hamper 2 - CLOSE	 ( X)
Back Draft Pamper - Ct.nSF 	 (
 X)
Resistance Heater - nN	 (NO )
NOTE:
	
IF SYSTEM DOES NOT nPFRATF. AS INDICATED, CORRECT
AS NECESSARY AND I41DICATE C n RRECTInN MADE.
Spade clip on low voltage had come loose -
Reconnect and check our
T2-C - Heatino , -Iith Collector heat end Supplemental Heat
Procedure:	 Set space thvrvinstat to call for 2nd stave
heat.	 If collector heat is available the
followin g operation should result.
Operation:	 ( 3 ) If system operates as indicated
Fan - ON	 ( X)
Motor Damper 1 - CLOSED	 ( X)
Motor Damper 2 - OPEN	 ( X)
Back Draft namper - OPEN	 ( X)
Resistanc^ heater - ON	 { X)
NOTL:	 IF SYSTEM 00ES t1nT CPFR I% TF AS I"1nICATED. CORRECT
AS NECESSARY AND ItInICATF C n RRECTi n "1 MAU.
No corrections necessary
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SYSTEM TEST 3 - Temperature Test
TEST OBJECTIVE
To demonstrate tem peratures at variov-; points in the
system.
TEST PREREQUISITE:
For collected solar heat to be usable the temperature
at the collector must be 38°F+ 5° above the ambient
room temperature.
Test Procedure:
Measure the ambient room temperature. riven that the
indoor thermostat is set on first sta q e heat the solar
system will onerate if the tem perature of air in the
collectors is 38°F+ 5°F greater than ambient.	 The solar
system will shut off when the difference between collector
temperature and ambient temperature is reduced to 25°F
+ 5°F.	 To simulate a reduction in temperature differ-
ential the room ambient temperature sensor can he warmed
artifically.
Technic , an: Jack Searcy
Date:	 ;;/23/19
Time:
	 12:10
A.	 Collector temperature_	 171
	
OF
D.	 Indoor ambient temperature 	 OF
Temperature "R"	 171 ,°F - Temperature "A"	 69 OF
102 O F Temperature Differential.
Outside ambient a 73°F
NOTE:	 If Temperature Differential is g reater than 38°F
+ 5°F the solar sys t em should be oneratina.
Tf Temperature Differential is less than 25°F +
5°F the solar system should not he oneratinn and
the supplemental heat should he on.
NOTE:
	
IF SYSTEM DOES NOT OPERATE AS INDICATED, CORRECT
AS NECESSARY AND INDICATE CORRECTI O N MADE.
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nUCA T nt- F I CI"	 ^1^tltf.Iin,^ ,C
SYSTEM TEST 4 - Electrical llsa(;::
TEST (BJrCTIVF:
Measure amp load on Mower -otor.
TEST PnERFQ(IISI Fl :
Test must indicate th-- l t avim-r.i(w drew is within manu-
facturer's specification a,, 1 is Lod lie Iow.
TEST PRnCEDURF:
Component	 Manufacture Snoc. F h
	
AMP load
F a n	 3 . !)	 2.9
NOTE:	 1 F MFASUREn AMP 10 1 ) 1S (;Pf ATfll THAN IN )ICATE^
ABOVE, C n RRFCT AS ':F C['SS a P.Y AND I"IPICATE
CORRECT 10! 1 MADE.
Technician: Jack Searcy
Date:	 5/23/79
Time:	 12:15
DUCAT nFFICE ^ 14ARFHniiSE
OFFICE TEST 5 - Collector Flow and Pressure nron
TEST OBJECTIVE:
Pleasure collector flow rate in cubic feet per minute.
TEST PREREQUISITE:
System flow rate and pressure drop must conform as
specified below,
TEST PRnCEnURE:
Measure system velocit y and pressure dron at cold air
and hot air collector manifold duct usinq a air velom-
eter.
Specified velocity	 Measured velocity
700-800 FPM	 775,6
Specified CFM	 Measured CFM
780-1170 CFM	 978,5
Specified Pressure Dro p	Measured Pressure Drop
Approximately .23"	 2.0 iwg
NOTE:
	
IF MEASUREMENTS nn NOT REFLECT THE AgnVF
SPECIFICATIwIS, BALANCE SYSTEM ACCnRnINrLY.
Technician: Jack Searcy
Date:	 5/23/79
Time:
	
12:20 a.m.
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XI Predicted System Performance Data
M # * 4 0 * * * * * * * * * * * * * 111 * * *
# * * * * SULAkl)N ('010-1)kATILIN * * It * * *
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
	
• to 6 .. 0 • • 6 6 .... to . 6 •
	
DUCAT WHS •
011A I Al ION. 6. • 6......... 6..
	
I t t.A 1 10N. • 6 . 0 ............. • .	 CULUMNIA	 MU
	
I..A1'1rU1A*.o*•.6.0.0•..0.....•0	 3900
	
::i ► 'I" C IF1 U 1 I:Ut.L.t C I ON AkLA....	 7800, FT2
131111. VORIA11L F.	 1JE SLkIPI JUN VALUE UNITS
I '.i ► 'A(A	 K	 i1NWHI(^- 1 r1 1 1)M.WA'T6NTG0UNl.Y^"!.. • • • .. 6 • 1 600
.' 1..1)L 1	 1.(: 1 Of(	 AF;E A .............. • ............... 0 7800,00 F T 21
t F kF'k 1 MF - I AI l AL ► 'HA PkUUUC T (NORMAL
	 I N(;1 GE.NCE ) • • 0. S:'
4 I- P1'kI ML- LIL	 Pk[)DUG1006.0000.. 0 0... . . ... 6 6 66• • • 0063 bl U/11 • F-	 F.
NtIM111:Fe	 OF	 lR0NSF'AkLNI
	 COVERS . . . 0 0 6 6 • . • .. 6 .. • • 2.00
1'111	 1	 F (:1 Ok	 it
	
l)F	 • 45# 0 00 DEGkt ES
A/ t M01 11	 ANGL F.
	 (L	 G.	 i;OU1 H= 0 • 	 WFS1	 90) 6 .. • • • • • 3.00 DE GRF L• S
I (WAGE.	 (':APACI I Y..... 0 0 66 6 6
	 ................ 0 7150 It I'II/F` -VT:'
1,1 1111 P ING	 1"F131UN
	 HFA 1	 L.fll:i:i 0 .W. • . 6 6 6 6 .. 6 .. • ... 0.00 v TI.1/im
10 1 ( CAI I ON JILL I ON	 TL M ► 'EkA T URI	 D 1 F F t - f1. NCL o • ... 6 . ,x:! . 00 F
I	 I t W4 , 06141	 [.IAII Y	 ltl_Iili
	 HEAT	 LiE NI_kA F ILIN........ 6 6 0.00 tt Tll/I1AY
I' 1101	 WA TLR	 ll!iAtjt.....•6666...•.•...•6666.•...••. 0.00 UAL	 I'1AY
616 I I	 N	 :i1[:
	 I	 I I MF'E kA I URF ........................ 140.00 F-
t •1 Wi)i IIU 	 MA 1N
	 ILMF' RAIURE..•6666•...•6666..•.•.. 601t600 E.
` i t. I	 I .f	 CAI I	 Nt1M11t:k 0 • • • • 6 .	
. • • • . . . . . . . • 6 • . . • 6 6 • 6 • 23 • UU
to I tIt1HAI	 PRINT Oil 
	 BY MONTH--I.	 b y
 YE.AR=2o.•.6• 1.00
I	 ;' I t.WhIMlf:	 i1NAL.1:i[S
	
T
	 YES-1p	 NO--2. • ... 0 ... 0 .. 6 • ..'.00
1	 YI'E EN	 1.(11[11-	 NI.IMWE k
	 AND	 NEW
	 VAL.UL
GO gJaim usEo
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1	 1.	 l+ :...^(„	 .,., . ^ ► (,( ►
11 1 .Wou,,. 1 .OoO
rA r 460000 o00
n IN 0 000
;Ili 0 , 000
Ailu 0.000
.11	 1' 170000.000
ul' 1 Y30000.000
NEW ."/90000.000
UE C 6240000,000
...^-^ It►ouYa^y
^L^O•'IADS
AVEtA41^
Day
* 1 * * ; r11 RMAL. ANAL Y S IS * It * *
f 1111 1't R(TOI I NC, IW N
 H AI INU WATEN ULURLE AMHUNT
50t AR UUI. AR LGAIt I_OAV DAYS I LMF'
(ml IA-) (Mll.l_) (MILL.)
(it IU) (El fll) (it IU) (F-DAY ) (F ►
11+^^ 1:! . b 21140 0 y 243. 35 0.00 1076. 30,
Ft	 It 4Y.: 1096 .0 1/4.7 0.00 874. ;1.,.
MAN H / .1 370.:.► 106.0 0000 716. 43.
1) - , R 10010 369. 7 30. 70 0000 324. `i4.
MAY 100.0 407.E 14 26 0000 121. 64.
.JON i).0 3'/7.!) 0.00 0.00 1:# /31
J 1 11 000 423.0 0.00 0.00 0. 77.
+ ;lt^ 0.0 438, 6 0.00 0.00 04 75.
.it- F' 10010 440.5 5010 0000 54,- 68
i 100.0 412. 6
 8.113 0000 251 . 5/. 
NUV 91. 11 332.5 03.70 0000 651, 4.5.
Iit.	 (; 40.6 282.6 193.44 0.00 967. 321.
(K tie)-2 4451,7Y 888.12 0000 5046.
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XII PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED b RESOLUTIONS
One problem which has re-occurred is damper air leakage through the
motorized damper, located in the warm air supply duct from the
collectors. This leakage occurs when there is a demand in the space
for heat and the auxiliary electric heat source is called upon
due to the absence of available solar heat. A single blower is
used for solar heat and auxiliary heat. When the auxiliary heater
is called for (usually at night) the blower comes on and draws a small
portion of cold air through the leaking solar damper.
To correct this problem two options are available. First, replace
this one damper with an even tighter fitting damper. Or second,
separate the solar system from the auxiliary system. A second
blower would need to be added to either the solar or auxiliary system
in this case.
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XIII LESSONS LEARNED AND REC"ENDATIONS
The overall system design is relatively simple and would be difficult
to improve upon without complicating the design to any degree. With few
exceptions the systems components have stood up well. Damper leakage is
a recurrent problem for many air-type solar heating systems. It would be
our recotm►endation that the very best tight seal damper available be
used and as few dampers be used in the system as possible.
There have been no problems with system components (collectors or support
framing) above the roof. However. we would suggest that as few roof
penetrations as possible be made through the roof membrane.
Since space heating within a warehouse is the only purpose of this system
it would be uur recommendation that any elaborate distribution ductwork
be eliminiated froth the design.
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XIV STATEMENTS OF CONFIRMATION
This statement is to confirm the DuCat Investment Solar System installed
on the building located at Interstate 635 and Shawnee Drive, Kansas City.
Kansas:
A. Was installed per as built drawings
B. Met the Acceptance Test Plan provisions
C. Het the Interim Performance Criteria requirements
Signed
WAa
Timothy f). Duval
Dut;at Investment Cowpanv
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XV. APPENDIX
A. Glossary
ABSORBER PLATE - The surface in a flat-plate collector that absorbs incident
solar radiation and transfers the absorbed energy to a heat transfer fluid.
ABSORPTANCE - The ratio of absorbed radiation by a surface to the total
incident radiation on that surface.
ABSORPTION SUBSYSTEM - The mechanical equipment that conditions indoor
air by an absorption process.
ACTIVE SOLAR SYSTLM - An integrated solar energy system, consisting of
collector, storage, solar energy-to-lood subs ystems, that can condition indoor air
or preheat domestic hot water in a controlled manner.
AIR -BASH) SOLAtt C OLLLC: TOR SYSTEM - A solar energy system in which air
is the hoot tronster fluid.
AIR C'ONI)I FIONING - The process of treating indoor air by controlling the
temperature, humidity, and distribution to specified comfort settings as set by
the, occupantN in the conditioned space.
AMBILNT AIR - A terra for outdoor air, which may be brought into a building to
be conditioned or chculoted.
ANTII Ht l LI f-KLl_ZL PROTLCTIUN SYSTLM - A freeze protection system
that uses a solution of water and glycol. This solution depresses its freezing
paint slit ttc:ivntly to prevent possible water freeze in solar collectors and
exter i or pil^iny.
AUXILIARY I.NLR(N SUBSYSTE=M - The equipment which uses conventional
energy sources to supplement the output provided by a solar energy system and
to provide , o toll backup system when the solar system is inoperable.
11A1'Ikt LOW - The unintentional reversal of flow in a potable water distribution
s y stern by fot eign or toxic substances that moy contaminate the potable water.
HA( E:f LOW 0iKVLNTLR - A device or means to stop backflow.
ot, AM kADIA] ION - Solar radiation which is not scattered and may be concen-
truted.
BRITISH THERMAL UNIT (Btu) - A unit of energy that is required to heat one
pound of water 'rom 590 F to 600 F.
BUILDING ENVELOPE - The exterior surface of a building that encloses the
conditioned space.
CLIMATE - The prevailing or average weather conditions of a specific geograph-
ic region as described by temperature and other meteorological data.
COLLECTOR MANIFOLD - The piping that connects the absorber tubes in a
collector plate.
COLLECTOR PLATE - A term used for an absorber plate.
COLLECTOR SUBSYSTEM - The assembly that absorbs incident solar radiation
and transfers the absorbed thermal energy to a heat transfer fluid.
COMBINED COLLECTORS - An assembly that both collects incident solar
radiation and stores the thermal energy in the some unit.
CONCENTRATING; SOLAR COLLECTOR - A solar collector which focuses beam
radiation onto an absorber to obtain higher energy fluxes than can normally be
achieved by flat-plate solar collectors.
CONCENTRATOR - A reflective surface or refracting lens used in directing
insolat ion onto an absorber.
CONDITIONED SPACE - The space in a building that has the air conditioned for
heating and cooling.
CONTROL SUBSYSTEM - The assembly of electric, pneumatic, and hydraulic
actuated sensing devices used in regulating the solar energy system and the
auxiliary energy subsystem.
COOLING TOWER - A heat exchanger that transfers waste heat from an
absorptioi cooling system to ambient air.
DIFFUSE RADIATION - Solar radiation which is scattered by air molecules, dust,
or water droplets and cannot be focused.
DRAIN-DOWN FREEZE PROTECTION SYSTEM - A freeze protection system
that prevents potential water freeze problems by automatically opening a valve
to drain the solar collectors and exterior piping. Air is used for some systems,
nitrogen for others.
DUCT HEATING COIL - A liquid-to-air heat exchanger in the duct distribution
system used to heat air by passing a hot fluid into a coil in the airstream.
L-MlTTANCE - The ratio of energy radiated by a body to the energy radiated by a
blackbody at the same temperature.
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ILOUIVALL NT 1 ULL LUAU CUULINU 110URS - The seasonal coolinq load for a
building described cis the total number of hours that the air conditioninq system
will operate under full load conditions to meet the required cooling load.
LXPANSIUN TANK - A funk which will permit water to expand whenever it is
heated to prevent excessive pressures on the other system components.
s
	
	 F°IXIA) ('01Lt-CTUK - A solar collector permanently oriented toward the sun
which cannot track the sun nor be adjusted for seasonal variations.
F LAT -PL.AH. ('ULLI CTOR - A basic heat collection device used in solar
heating systems, which consists of on absorber plate, with insulated bottorn and
Sides, and is covered by one or more transparent covers.
	
There are no
I	 concentrators or focutiinq aids in o flat-plote collector.
`	 I ()('()SIN(, ('01-11 ('RW - A solar collector which uses a parabolic mirror,
I	 I re,,ne l lens or other type of focosinq device to concentrate solar radiation onto
`	 on ohsoi be ► .
')HI 1 ('01 1 1 C WR - A concentiotiny solar collector which uses a f resnel
lens to toc , ,N he(im todlotion onto on absorber.
UAZINc, - 1he transparent cover(s) on a solar collector used to reduce the
energ y loses from the top of the collector.
i It Al I F:AN'-I I Il I Lt 111) - The fluid that transters solar energy `rom the solar
- • ollector to the ,tor(i(;(- subsystem or to the load.
INCA )1 I ACI A(v(,L.1 - I lie ongle of which the insolotion strikes (i surface and the
oorn,,,i f ur tnot sui f,ice.
t	 INS	 AI 1 ' ) r J - I he total amount of solar radiation on a surface in a given unit of
1;111...
I.-AN11t)A TI 1) c,l A c,', - A glotincl consisting of multiple glass streets bonded
toctethei by Interv, >nio(I lover or la y ers of plastic.
At. ,.,	 'je ,t,indord i,nit of insolation defined os I langley = I cal/cm 2
 (I
^,ctt v	 3.f `' I ituJf t2).
1
	
	 Il.'L i lt)_;?A^i t) SOL Al i ( ()LLI C'TOR SYSTL-:M - A solar energy system in which
el Cher wolor u. on cent itree7e solot ion is the heat transfer fluid.
:.')AI - the total space conditioning or domestic water heating requirements
that M0 sale'!'Oi1 by hotti the solar energy system and the auxiliary energy
tiubti y 5tc > r1 .
k a;	 W,. Wt ANAL IIAUTAI IUN - The loss of thermal energy by the solar collectors
to the sk y at ;light.
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NO-FLOW CONDITION - The condition obtained when the heat transfer fluid Is
not flowing through the collector array due to shutdown or malfunction.
UPAWUE - A surface that is not transparent, thus solar radiation Is either
reflected or absorbed.
OUTGASSING - The emission of gases by materials and components, usually
during exposure to elevated temperature or reduced pressure.
PACKAGE AIR-CONDITIONING UNIT - A factory-mode assembly consisting of
an indoor coil, a compressor, an outdoor coil, and other components needed for
space cooling operations. Unit may also include additional .:nponents to heat
the conditioned space.
PARABOLIC FOCUSING COLLECTOR - A concentrating collector which fo-
cuses beam radiation by a parabolic reflector.
PASSIVE SOLAR SYSTEM - An integrated solar energy system that can provide
for space heating needs without use of an energy source other than the sun.
PEBBLE BED - A storage tank using uniform-sized pebbles to store solar energy
in air-based solar collector systems.
REFLECTANCE - The ratio of radiation reflected by a surface to the total
incident radiation on the surface.
REFLECTED RADIATION - Insolation which is reflected from a surface, such as
the ground, and is incident on the solar collector.
SELECTIVE SURFACE - A surface which has a high absorptance for solar
radiation and a low emittance for thermal radiation.
SOLAR CONDITIONED SPACE - The area in a building that depends on solar
energy to provide a fraction of its heating and cooling needs.
SOLAR HLATING S^'STEM - An integrated assembly of collector, storage, solar
energy-to-load, and control subsystems required to convert solar energy into
thermal energy for space heating requirement--also includes an auxiliary backup
system.
SOLAR RETROFIT - The addition of a solar energy system to an existing
structure.
S T CRAGE SUBSYSTEM - The components used to store solar energy for use in
heating or cooling air, or heating water during period of low insolation.
STRATIFICATION - The horizontal layering by a fluid due to temperature
differentials, commonly noticed in storage tanks filled with water.
1F# RMOSTAI - A temperature dependent sensor which controls either the
lu •tituly trawl k hlblitl w01-111S fu, Sjkk t • & 0114liluniiial 411 Oil' 1101 w•ulr• I littilf-i.
ItNN 0I ld 1 1410 IWION - A unit of	 rtilowtilrnl lu 11,0hllllu/Ili.
]RAC:KINC, C;OLLLCTOH - A solar energy collector that constantly moves to
follow the path of the sun.
VAPOR BARRIER - A material which is used to reduce the transmission of water
vapor.
ZONE - Portions of a conditioned space which use a common control because of
their similar heating and cooling requirements.
FR T
r
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B.	 Legend for Solar System Schematics
VALVES PIPING 4MIALITIE8
GATE VALVE
CHECK VALVE
AUTOMATIC AIR VENT
MANUAL AIR VENT
BALANCING VALVE ALIGNMENT GUIDE
GLOBE VALVE ANCHOR
BALL VALVE BALL JOINT
----- PLUG VALVE EXPANSION JOINT
BACKFLOW PREVENTER EXPANSION LOOP
VACUUM BREAKER FLEXIBLE CONNECTION
RELIEF OR SAFETY FLOWMETER FITTING
Sig PRESSURE REDUCING 0	 FS FLOW SWITCH
4	 PS . PRESSURE SWITCH
ANGLE GATE VALVE 9 PRESSURE GAUGE
PUMP
ANGLE GLOBE VALVE PIPE SLOPE
1491 STRAINER
CONTROL VALVE, 2 WAY STRAINER, W/BLOW OFF
CONTROL VALVE, 3 WAY C
TRAP
CONTROL SENSOR
INSTRUMENTATION SENSOR
BUTTERFLY VALVE
4 WAY VALVE
I
THERMOMETER 
FITTINGS THERMOMETER WELL ONLY
DIRECTION OF FLOW CW}— COLD WATER SUPPLY
CAP
REDUCER, CONCENTRIC
REDUCER, ECCENTRIC AS AIR SEPARATOR
^ TEE EXP TK EXPANSION TANK
--♦11 -- UNION
FLANGED CONNECTION WS WATER SOFTENER
—^s CONNECTION, BOTTOM HED HOSE END DRAIN
CONNECTION, TOP
ELBOW, TURNED UP
—^ ELBOW, TURNED DOWN
TEE, OUTLET UP
– 9 TEE, OUTLET DOWN
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C'. Duct Systems
MOTOR OPERATED DAMPER
FLEXIBLE CONNECTION
®	 SUPPLY (UP)
	 N SUPPLY (DOWN)
RETURN (UP) 	 ]	 RETURN (DOWN)
OTHERMOSTAT
DUCT HEATING COIL
DIRECTION OF FLOW
DUCT SIZE, FIRST FIGURE IS SIDE SHOWN
BACK DRAFT DAMPER
MANUAL VOLUME DAMPER	 y
ISUPPLY OUTLET
^I 4
	 EXHAUST OR RETURN INLET
0	 FAN
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XVI OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE MANUALS
System 8 through 20 (Bays 8 through 20)
Solar air heating system with electric furnance back up.
System Description:
The Du-Cat building is divided into 20 bays or sections. Each section (which
space is devoted to open warehouse) has its own solar heating system which
is backed up by an electric furnance. Each system has an array of 20 solar
collectors located on the roof. The collector array is connected to a fan
and electric furnance below the roof by ductwork. The ducted supply, fan and
electric heater can be observed from the warehouse floor gust below the steel
ceiling joists.
System Operation:
The solar system is controlled by a two stage space heating thermostat located
on the rear steel column approximately 5 feet above the floor. This thermostat
controls two motorized dampers, the fan section, and the electric heater. The
two motorized dampers are located in the hot air duct before it enters the fan
section. Solar heat is governed by a temperature differential sensing device
which is attached to the fan section.
The solar system operates as follows:
1. When the space heating thermostat calls for heat on stage 1, and there
is sufficient heat in the collectors, (approximately 33 OF above the in-
door temperature) the fan will come on, the motorized dampers will shift
into the solar flow position and inside air will be drawn through the
collectors and delivered back to the warehouse space via the ductwork and
registers.
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2. Should the collectors be without sufficient heat (less than 330F) and
the thermostat is still calling for heat, the motorized dampers will
shift into the conventional heating position which bypasses the solar
collectors completely. The fan will remain on and the electric, furnance
elements will turn on - supplying heat to the warehouse via the ductwork
and registers.
3. Should there be sufficient heat in the collectors yet not enough to
satisfy the demands of the space thermostat the motorized dampers will
remain in the solar flow position and the electric furnance will remain
on in order to satisfy the space heating requirements.
System Maintenance:
The motorized dampers should be checked before system start up in the fall.
Occasional adjustments may be necessavy to assure that the dampers are
closing tightly. The fan is permanently lubricated at the factory and should
not require future lubrication. The electric strip heaters should not
require adjustment. However, if failure occurs, a qualified serviceman
should make the repairs. The solar collectors do not require maintenance.
The collectors should be visually checked occasionally for glass breakage, etc.
There are two furnance filters located in the ductwork below the roof. These
filters are apparent to the observer and should he changed at least once a
month during the heating season.
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a Locking cover and !ockirg lever screws
available for T872 Thermostats.
o Plastic thermostat guards available for T872
Thermostats.
q Key lock cover with tumbler lock available
for T872 Thermostats.
N.J.
REV. 11-76 (.259)
Honeywell
THESE THERMOSTATS AND SUBBASES
PROVIDE LOW VOLTAGE CONTROL OF
MULTISTAGE HEATING AND COOLING
SYSTEMS INCLUDING HEAT PUMP
SYSTEMS.
o T872 Thermostat requires a Q672 Subbase.
a Q672 Subbase provides system and fan
switching, wiring terminals, and mounting
base for T872 Thermostat.
o T872 Thermostat has silent dust-free
mercury switches operated by coiled bimetal
elements.
o Q672 Subbase mount s. on wall or horizontal
outlet box.
q Adapter plate available for mounting Q672
Subbase on vertical outlet box.
q Heat anticipator(s) are adjustable or fixed;
cooling anticipator(s) are fixed.
n External leve-s and scale for temperature
setting located on top of thermostat case.
:I Cover thermometer on most T872 Thermo-
stat modals.
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SPECIFICATIONS
SUPER TRADELINE / TRADELINE MODELS
Super Tradeline controls offer features not available on Tradeline or standard models, and an designed to
replace a wide range of Honeywell and competitive controls.
Tradelint models are selected and paek&W to provide ease of stocking, ease of handling, and maximum
replacntment value. Specifications of Super Tradeline and Tradeline controls are the same as those of standard
models except as noted below.
SUPER TRADELINE MODELS
T872 THERMOSTAT
T872DI30C hermostat. Provides 2 stages of heat. 	 • duper Tradeline thermostat is compatible with
ing and 2 stages of cooling. 	 all Tradeline switching subbases.
SUPER TRADELINE FEATURES. 	 • Super Tradeline model supplied with locking
• Includei 130821 Adapter Plate Assembly for 	 lever and locking cover accessories.
muuntt.-ig T872•Q672 on a vertical outlet box. 	 • Includes adjustable temperature locking stops.
• Super rradehne package with cross reference 	 • Super Tradeline model with 4 switches replaces
laoet and special instruction sheet. 	 T872A F Tradeline or standard models.
TRADELINE MODELS
T872 THERMOSTAT
T872 Thermostat Tradeline models provide 1
or 2 .tag@ heat and/or cool operation as shown in
the chart below.
T872 A8 1	 C D E F
HEATING 1 1 2 2 — 2STAGES
COOLING 1 2 1 2 2 —STAGES
0672 SUBBASE
Q672 switching subbases provide system and
fan switching as listed.
TRADELINE FEATURE,
• Tradeline package with cross reference label
and special in ► ttaction sheet.
TRADELINE FEATURES.
• Tradeline package with cross reference label
and special instruction sheet.
• T872A model with adjustable temperature lock-
ing stops.
• All Tradeline T872 models are supplied with
locking lever and locking cover accessories
• All Tradeline thermostat models are compatible
with all Tradeline switching subbase models.
0672 SYSTEM FAN
A Heat-Auto-Cool Auto-On
0 Heat-Oft-Cool Auto-On
E Off -Heat-Auto-Cool Auto-On
(continued on page 3)
ORDERING INFORMA*10W.'
WHEN PURCHASING REPLACEMENT AND MODERNIZATION PRODUCTS FROM YOUR TRADELINE
WHOLESALER OR YOUR DISTRIBUTOR, REFER TO THE TRADELINE CATALOG OR PRICE SHEETS FOR
COMPLETE ORDERING NUMBER, OR SPECIFY-
1. Order number:	 2. Optional T872 specifications, as required.
—T872 Thermostat, Tradeline, or Super Tradeline, 	 3. Optional 0672 specifications, If desired.
if desired.	 d. Accasortei, as required.
—0672 Subbase, Tradeline, if desired.	 5. Optional temperature scale range, if desired.
IF YOU HAVE ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS. NEED FURTHER INFORMATION. OR WOULD LIKE TO COMMENT ON OUR
PRODUCTS OR SERVICES, PLEASE WRITE OR PHONE:
1. YOUR LOCAL HONEYWELL RESIDENTIAL DIVISION SALES OFFICE (CHECK WHITE FACES OF PHONE DIRECTORY).
2. RESIDENTIAL DIVISION CUSTOMEP SERVICE
NONE WELL INC.. IM DOUGLAS DRIVE NORTH
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55422 1611211642-711M
ION CANADA—HONEYWELL CONTROLS LIMITED, 740 ELLESMERE ROAD, SCAR@OROUGH, ONTARIO M1P 2V9)
INTERNATIONAL SALES AND SERVICE OFFICES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES OF THE WORLD.
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STANDARD MODELS
	 --
T872 THERMOSTATS
MODELS See Table 1
ELEC'TRIC'AL RATING 24 to 30V ac
SWITCHING Coiled bimetal elements operate mercury
switches
TFMPFRATURE ADJUSTMEN T Heating and cooling
setting levei% with common scale located on top of
thermostat base Common lever for heating and
cooling on T97211, 1 cooling lever on T872E, and 1
heating lever on T872F
TEMPERATURE SCALE RANGE. 44 to 86 F 17 to
30 C1,  standard. optional ranges available.
THERMOMETER RANGE 52 to 48 F I 1 l to 36 C ^.
CHANGEOVER DIFFERENTIAL 3 F 12 CI minimum
between heating and cooling. Levers may be set apart
for greater separation.
IN'rF.RSTAGE DIFFERENTIAL
Standard Models mechanical differential is 1 F
10,6 C I between heating or cooling stages. operating
differential is approximately 1.9 F ( 1 Cl between
stars in heating or cooling.
Special Models have other differential requirements.
FINISH Silver bronze.
MOUNTING MEANS T872 Thermostat mounts on
Q612 Subbase Subbase mounts horizontally on wall
or outlet box. Mounts on vertical outlet box with
optional 130821A Adapter Plate Assembly.
FA
FIG. 1- DIMENSIONS OF T872 THERMOSTAT
MOUNTED ON 0672 SUBBASE.
OPTIONAL SPECIFICATIONS ( T872 only)
1. Temperature Scale Ranges 40 75 F ) 5 24 C I and
75 90 F 124 32 C I with stop. 4468 F 17 20 C I heating,
80 86 F 127 30 C I cooling, 6 . 29 C (4385 F) Celsius
scale
2. Nonadjustaole factory added stop. Limits heating
set point to 75 F 124 C I maximum, cooling set point to
75 F 124 C I minimum
3 Celsius scale. 6 to 29 C (43 to 85 F),
4 Customer personalization.
5. Locking cover and locking lever (twee Accessories).
6 Thermostat cover less thermometer.
7 Adjustable locking temperature stops.
8. Voltage heat anticipation first or second stage
heat or both (Table 1).
9. Fast cycling on heating stage(s) for electric heat
applications
ACCESSORIES
1 Locking cover and locking lever assembly Part
No 133627AA with thermometer, 133627AC without
thermometer. Includes cover, two screws and Allen
wrench for locking coves, plus two No. 4 X 1A inch
(6.4 millimetre) panhead screws to lock set point levers
2 Universal thermostat yuaid
Part No I33722A. clear plastic cover and beige
plastic mounting lase
Part No 1:537221), clear plastic cover and clear
plastic "ring type'' mounting base. Thermostat
need not be rensoved from wall to install guard.
Part No. 133723A, beige plastic cover and beige
plastic mounting base
Part No 133723H. beige plastic cover and clear
plastic "nny type" mounting base.
3 Key lock cover with tumbler lock mounts on
T872 base and coven theiniustat set levers and subbase
switches. Two keys included. Should not be used with
130821 A or H adapter plate
0 190103C bLuik Lice, wleii el thermometer.
it 1909031) external thermometer
STANDARD
BASE	 COVER 4* #A
RING TYPE
PAST
UNIVERSAL THERMOSTAT GUARDS
133621AC LOCKING
COVER AND LEVER ASSY.
WITHOUT THERMOMETER
s lummo^ -W J.
i	 t 190103 D
I -	 KEY LOCK
NNW J COVER WITH
^ loanI' EXTERNAL
THERMOMETER
FIG. 2—T872 THERMOSTAT ACCESSORIES.
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TABLE [ —T872 THZRMMAT BFBCLFICATICINS
-	
MODELS AND AE- $"TIM STAGES AN	 ATION
"TG 1	 PIXOPTIONS PLACES APPLICATION COOL OTNEII STAGE 1 STAGE = i	 E
TS72A-Standard and Tradeline STO
rAT
1 - 0.1.1.2A - 41.SA -
-75 F weloplety stop 1 - 0.1 .1.2_ - 41.6_ -w/locking cover
-Adi anticipator set .4 fT0 1 1 - 0.1 .1.2A - -
amp
-Adjustable locking tern- T670A
STO 1 1 - 0.1 .1.2A - 41.5_pe►eture stops (T/L)
- 75 F scaleplate stop
w/locking cow. no STO 1 1 - 0.1.1.2A - 41.5A -thermometer (for
Dow,
T8720 -Standard and Tradelrne STO 1 2 - 0.1.1.2A - 41.2_ 1.
-Adj anticipator at .4 78709
STO 1 2 - 0.1.1.2A - 41.2A 41.4A
amp
T872C -Standard and T ►adtbne
-
STD 2 1 - 0.1.1.2A 0.1 . 1.2A 41.5A -
-75 F scaleplate stop
STO 2 1 - 0.1.1.2A 0.1 .1.2A 41.SA -w/locking cover
--Fast cycling Elec Host 2 1 - 0.12 .0.6A 0.12-0.6A 41.5A -
75 F scalepiale stop
w/locking cover, no TB ,OC
STO 2 - 0.1.1.2A 0.1 .1.2A 0.1 .1.5A -thermometer (for
DOW.
12 F differential be.
tween HI and H2 stages STO 2 1 - 0.1.1.2A 0.1 . 1.2A 0.1 .14A -
1
T872D-Standard.rnd Tradelrne STD 2 2 - 0.1.1.2A 0.1 .1.2_ 1.2A .OA
-Adjustable locking tem- T8700
STD 2 2 - 0,1.12A 0.1 . 1.2A 41.2A 0.1.0Aperature stops (T/LI
T872E -Standard and Tradelrne TOM 2-S!M Cool - 2 - - 41.2A 41.0A
T872F -Standard and Tradelrne 2-Stage Host 2 - - J.1.1.2A 0.1 . 1.1A - -
-Lockrngcover T870F 2-Stage Host 2 - - 0.1.1.2A 0.1 .1.2A - -
-Fast cycling Elec Host 2 - - 3.12.0.6A 0.12.0.6A - -
T872G-Heat frump, cool
chant eover, with last T870G Ht Pump 2 1 1+ 41.0Ab 0.1 .1.20 - 0.1.0A
cych rg
T872H - Use w_.!h 0672C New Ht Pump 1 1 1 0-03A A
Remoa
T872M- Moral heating-cooling
application (r
T870M Panel 1 1 tc 0.1.1.2A - 41.5A -
manual changeover Switchingrem_ote swrtchi.t 1
Now Ht Pump 2 1 ti 0.1.1.2A - 41.0A -
_
T872N	 Heat pump, host
changeuvet
T8720 -Night setback heating T8700 STD IT— -
_
0.1.1.2A - - -
-Standard_T872R T870R Ht Pum a 2 1 - 41.50 0.1.5A
T872S - Heat: _,	 a, host New Ht Pump 2 1 - 0.1.1.2A 0.1 .1.2A 0-1.0A -changeover_
T8727 -Represe.,ta0ve model Now STD-Vent St 1 2 19 0.1.1.2_ 41.0A 0.1.0A
• Changeover stage operates with cooling.
bFrrred voltage type anticipation.
c Nonadjustable heating changeover stage set at 60 F (16 Ll.
dManual changeover stage-use 06728,L subbase.
• Provides night setback used with standard T872 and timer operated remote switching.
f Ventilating stage (See Fig. 31.)
gSacond stage. Also available with fast cycle anticipation 10.12-O.6A) with voltage hater, or without anticipation.
h Changeovor stage operates with hating.
i Department of Defense.
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0672 SUBBASES
MODELS: See table in form 70.6208.
ELECTRICAL RATING:
Switch contacts-2.5 amp at 30V ac (7.5 amp inrush).
Malfunction light (optional)-24 to 30V ac.
SWITCHES: Two snap-acting switches (one switch,
Q6720 and K, no switches on Q672D), operated by
levers. Switch position is shown on scaleplate.
MOUNTING: Designed to mount horizontally on an
outlet box or wall. Adapter plate assembly available
for mounting on a vertical outlet box (tee Accessories).
FINISH: Silver bronze.
DIMENSIONS in inches (millimetros 1 : 39/16 1 90 1
high; 5-5/8 11421 wide; 5/16 (81 deep (Fig. 1).
OPTIONAL SPECIFICATIONS (Q672 only):
1. Malfunction indicator light with replaceable bulb
available on all models. Indicator can show FILTER,
CHECK, EM. HT . (emergency heat), or LK. OUT(lockout). Specify indication when ordering.
2. External jumper between RC-RH for common
heating-cooling transformer. Jumper field removable.
3. System switching marked HEAT -OFF/RESET-
COOL for systems requiring impedance relay reset.
Available on Q672B only.
4. "G" terminal !:dated on heating to provide fan
relay operation from external low voltage fan switch(Q672B only).
S. Auto fan operation on both heat and cool (Q672B
only)
6. Common R terminal for hosting/cooling.
7. External O and B terminal jumper (0672G only).
8. Jumper between W2-X2 terminals (Q672F only).
9. Jumper between E-X2 terminals (Q672F only).
10.Changeover in cool or heat made for heat pumps.
11.Auto fan in EM. HT . for heat pumps.
ACCESSORIES:
I. Adapter plate assembly, Part No. 130621A, for
mot-Rting on vertical outlet box. Assembly includes
X.	 ring and cover plate.
2. Adapter plate assembly, Part No. 1308218, for
covering old thermostat marks on wall. Cover plate only.
3. Indicator replacement bulb, Part No. 129571.
4. Field addable indicator light assembly, Part No.
135734A. Assembly includes rotainer plate, 2 alt-
upping screws, light bulb with 2 .3/4 inch 1 70 milli.
metres 1 leadwires with spade terminals and lenses. The
Q672 lenses indicate FILTER, CHECK or EM. HT .
INSTALLATION	 _ `^^►
1. Installer must be a trained, experienced
serviceman.
2. Usconnect power supply to prevent electrical
shock and equipment damage.
3. :)o NOT short across coil terminals on relay.
This may burn out the heat anticiptor.
4. Run wires as close to the subbase as possible.
To prevent interference with the thermostat
4nkage, keep wire length to a m.nimum, and
make certain wires do NOT protrude outward
beyond standoffs ( Fig. 5). Push excess wire
back into the hole, and plug hole to ;prevent
drafts from affecting thermostat operation.
5. Do NOT overtighten thermostat captive mount
inq screws. This may damage the threads in the
s,.ibbise.
6 Always conduct a thorough checkout when
installation is complete.
IMPORTANT
Thermostats are calibrated at the factory using
subbases mounted at true level. Inaccurate sub-
base leveling will cause thermostat control
deviation.
LOCATION
Locate the thermostat about 5 feet (1.5 metre 1 above
the floor in an area with good air circulation at average
temperature.
Do not mount the thermostat when it may be
affected by -
drafts, or dead spots behind doors and in corners.
-hot or cold air from ducts.
radiant heat from the sun o: appliances.
- concealed pipes and chimneys.
unheated (uncooled) areas behind the thermostat.
SUBBASE MOUNTING
The subbase is designed for mounting on a wall or
horizontal outlet box. (Adapter assembly, Part No.
13C821 B, with cover plate anly is available for covering
wall marks from old thermostat.) An adapter assembly,
Part No. 130821A, with adapter ring and cover plate is
available for mounting on a vertical outlet box. To
mount subbase, proceed as follows:
1. At the location selected, prepare an opening for
the thermostat wires.
2. Run low voltage thermostat wires to the location,
and pull about 4 inches 1100 millimetres] through the
wall opening.
NOTE: Use color coded thermostat cable for proper
wiring
3. '.f mounting the subbase on a vertical outlet box
(Fig. 3), install the adapter ring with the 2 screws
provided.
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FIG. 3—INSTALLATION OF 0672 SUBBASE ON
OUTLET BOX.
4. Pull thermostat cable through cover plate (if used)
and subbase opening. Secure the cover plate &,.,' subbase
with the 2 screws provided, but do not tighten.
Thermostats are calibrated at the factory using sub-
bases mounted at true level. Inaccurate subbase Isvelinq
will cause thermostat control deviation.
5. The subbase mounting dots provide for minor out
of level adjustments. Level the subbase using a spirit
level, as shown in Fig. 4 and tighten subbase mounting
screws.
MOUNTING NUUS i+, SPIRI T LIVIL TC I7MINA/ NLOCM
\7
1"
0
`i O1	 CCC( /^^
t ^	 I ` _1
'
'^ f	 V'`	 col
`.^1' n
^ LJ
nlsl lr^ (: n TNI HMO',., SPRING	 1NACTS	 TNT
M(1UN11N.. .rC NiNGAult O CONTACTS ON TNT
Tn(HMOS^AT I THERMOSTAT
FIG. 4—LEVELING THE SUBBASE.
WIRING
All wiring must comply with local electrical oodas
and ordinances.
A letter code is near each terminal fr.: essay idertifia•
tion. Typical terminal designation and wiring connections
are listed in Tables 2 and 3.
FOR ^1M1^i..1N rON ^11Ar^110tiy0StN1	 1	 M^^)STRIP' $1 L^ la (E MY^
^11NNICN uw
FIG. 6—BARRIER CONFIGURATION.
TABLE 2- - TERMINAL DESIGNATIONS
TE RMI NAL TYPICAL CONNECTION
_a —
Heating damper motor; changeover valve
(if used).
Emer	 ncy heat relay.
^G Fan relay coil
p Cooling damper motor; chan^YOVCr valve
( Ir USedl.
Power	 connection	 to	 tuinsformer	 On-
lv tmrnally	 connected	 for	 cooling	 and
1heatin 1.	 _
Power connection to coolint^ ransformer.
RH nnection to heating transformer.
_	 W1 Stage 1 heating control.
___ W^ 4 Stage 2_heatin^ control. _ _
'% 5ta	 1 cool-n-i control.
Stage 2 cooly,	 control.Y-1 _
^X-, ; •M2-C Clogged filter switch.
TABLE 3- ALTERNATE CONTROL CIRCUIT
TERMINAL, DESIGNATIONS
ALTERNATE STANDARD 	 TYPICAL
	
DESIG-	 DESIG-	 CONNECTIONNATIONS	 NATION
	
V	 V _
	
F^	 24 volt power supply
	
H1	 -	 W1	 First stage heating
	
H2	 Y	 _W2	 Second stage heating__
	
^C1	 M	 Y1—	 First stage cooling
	
T C2	 -	 Y2	 Second stage cooling
--. F T- T—_
_	 _._G
__. -_ Fan 
Heatingchap over
R — 	 O	 Cooling changeover
7be shape of the terminal barrier permits insertion
of straight or conventional wraparound (Fig. 5) wiring
connections. Either method is accept a`le. When making
connections, strip wire to the length specified in Fig. 5.
Follow the equipment manufacturer 's wiring instruc-
tions, if available, when wiring the subbase. If not avail-
able, Figs. 15 and tip show typical T872-Q672 system
hookups.
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FIG. 6—INDIVIDUAL SCREW WIRING FOR 0672
SUBBASE.
Run wires as close to the subbase as possible To
prevent interference with the thermostat linkage, keep
wire length to a minimum, end make certain wires do
NOT protrude outward beyond standoffs, (Fig 6) Push
excess wire back into the hole, and plug hole to prevent
drafts from affecting thermostat operation
HEAT ANTICIPATOR SETTING
Set the heat anticipator scale to match the primary
control rating When using a T872 Thermostat with 2
stages of heating, set both heat anticipators to match
their respective primary control rating. If the primary
control nameplate has no rating of If further adjustment
is necessary, use the following procedure to determine
the current draw of each stage.
The current draw of each heatvig stage must be
measured with the thermostat removed.
I Connect an ac ammeter of appropriate range be
tween the heating terminals of the s.ibbase
Stage I between W I and RH or R,
Stage 2 between W2 and Rii cr R
2 Move the sy stem switch to `1F.AT or AUTO
3 After I minute, iead th , t ammeter and rt-cord
the reading
Stage I	 ,imp
Stage 2	 amp
4 After mounting the thermost.t (see 'Thermostat
Mounting, next paragraph). set the adjustable heat
anticipator to match the respective reading measured
in step 3
w°---ter _—cry ^ 1
r	 I
MI I Vl Ih1 1 ^ AIIIN /.`
MAi W M N Nf N1 fill,
Ill PNiMAN^ I IINiNI1I ^^JJJ
FIG. 7—ADJUSTABLE HEAT ANTICIPATOR
SCALES.
If equipment cycles too fast, set the anticipator to
a higher cuneut rating, not more than lit division at a
time. and i , heck cycle rate Most conventional 2 star
heating equipment is deugncd to operate at 3 cycles per
hour and 1 stage heating equipment at 6 cycles per
hour, at 50 percent load conditions When using a T872
Thermostat in heat pump systems, set the heat antics
poitor at 140 .16 of the actu.,I plimmy control current
draw to reduce the cycling rate
Most heat pump systems should cycle 2 112 to 3
times per how
THERMOSTAT MOUNTING
I Remove the thermostat from the polystyrene
shipping cont.ainet
2 kemove the thermostat covet by pulling the
bottom edge of the cover upward until it snaps free of
the locking springs
NOTE The covet Is hinged at the top and must be
temoved by pulling up at the bottom.
3 Carefully remove and discard the poly-fvrene
packing insert which protects the mercury switches
du1 ny shipment
4 Turn the therms»tat base over and note the spring
furyelS which enyaye the subbase contacts Make sure
the Spring fingers are NOT bent preventing proper
electrical cont.lrt with the subbase
AILUSIAHII tOt OlNa ti VIN
Al (IWINV WITf. At I
Te l l 1 i PA . PS
S
SI AI iPI AI/ %106' 	 (AI IPIAII S111P
,IAI	 , NV iN'^ I A 11 it , Ie/JA	 ." I I I II I I V I N I,	 "
ANTI	 it A{ I( I NV INII AL  I().
I S ^ MAXIMUM ON I.1 A11 N1. 	 Te77A1761 ANO 1672(.16001
7S 1 MINIW INI UN L 00i INI. 	 7S r MIk-ML)M ON Nr AIINU7S f MINIMUM ON I:OOI INI.
lsfu
FIG 8 RANGE LIMITING AND LEVER LOCKING
ME T HODS-
kt The heat anticipator indicator(s). Fry 7, to the
tespective cuttent setting of each stage See Heat
Anticipator :i-ttt ny
AU111S/A N T I S  UPS / AI I 014
•.I I II N ♦ar ..	 W 601 IN
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6. If the thermostat provides tie optional locking
lever assembly, install the 2 self tapping screws (Fig. 8)
in the lever arms, if dea!ed
7. If the thermostat provides optional locking cove
assembly, start the 2 Allen locking screws in the covet
with the wrench provided (Fig. 9).
8. Note the tabs along the top inside edge of the
thermostat base. The tabs fit the subbase sockets. Hang
the thermostat on the subbase aid tighten the captive
mounting screws (Figs 34) on the thermostat base. Do
NOT overtighten thermostat captive mounting screws.
This may damage the threads in the subbase.
9 Hang the upper edge of the thermostat cover on
the base and swing cover downward until it engages with
spring clips on base. Tighten the locking ec+ver screws,
if assembly is provided.
FIG. 9—INSTALLATION LOCKING COVER SCREWS
ASSEMBLY.
SETTING AND CHECKOUT
On systems using a gas valve, never apply a dumper
across the valve coil terminals, even temporarily.
This may burn out thermostat heat anticipator(:)
SETTING
TEMPERATURE SETTING
Move the H (heating) and C (cooling) levers (see
Fig 10) to the desired pnsitions On models with 2
stages of heating or cooling, the same lever controls both
stages The minimum differential between heating and
cooling set points is 3 F 12 CI at midscale.
If model has optional screws to lock temperature
control levers, loosen these screws before making
temperature adjustment, tighten when levers are set at
desired position.
SUBBASE SETTING
SYSTEM SWITCHING positions control theimostat
operation as follows (see listing of models for positions
applicable to model being installed)
OFF both the heating and cooling systems are off
If the fan switch is at AUTO position, the cooling
fan is also off
HEAT heating system is controlled by the thermo-
stat. Cooling system is off.
AUTO completely automatic heating or cooling
controlled by the thermostat.
C,JOL thermostat controls the cooling system. Heat-
ing system is off.
EM. HT emergency heat relay is energized. Cooling
system is off
FAN SWITCHING positions control fan operation
as follows
ON fan operates continuously
AUTO fan operates with cooling equipment as
controlled by the thermostat or with the heating
equipment ar controlled by the plenum switch.
CHECKOUT
HEATING
Move the system switch on the Q672 Subbase to
HEAT or P UTO Move the H lever on the T872 (Fig.
10) about 10 F 16 Cl above room temperature. Both
stages of heating system should start and the fan should
run after a short delay. More the H lever about 10 F
6 Cl balow room temperature. The heating equipment
should shut off, and the fan should run for a short time,
then shut off.
FIG. 10—INTERNAL VIEW OF T872D IWITH Z
STAGES OF HEATING AND COOLING).
COOLING
Move the system switch on the Q672 Subbase to
COOL or AUTO Move the C setting lever on the T872
Thermostat (Fig 10) about 10 F 16 Cl below room
temperature. The cooling equipment and fan should
start. If the system has 2 stages of cooling, both stages
should start Move the C lever about 10 F 16 C I above
room temperature. The cooling equipment and fan
should stop.
FAN
Move the system switch to COOL, OFF, or AUTO.
If necessary, position both temperature setting levers
near midscals so that the heating and cooling equipment
are off. Move the fan switch to ON The fan should run
continuously. When the fan switch is in the AUTO
position, fan operation is controlled by the heating or
cooling system.
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1MHPWW .tnet
rore !9wv!kA"!.disconnect power apply to
prevent electiical shock or equipment daraap.
THERMOSTAT
T872 Thermostats are accurately calibrated at the
factory; THEY DO NOT HAVE PROVISION FOR
FIELD CALIBRATION
THERMOMETER
To calibrate the thermometer.
I. Remo" thermostat cover by pulling up from the
bottom until it clean the locking springs. If rover has
optional locking screws, thew must be backed out before
cover can be removed.
2. Set the cover on a table near an accurate
thermometer.
3.After alloying 5 or 10 minutes for nabiliation,
compare the readings. If they are the same, replace
cover and put system into operation. If they are
different, recalibrate the thermostat thermometer, a" 4.
4. Insert a small screwdriver in the thermometer shaft
( Fig. 11) and turn it until the thermometers read the
same. When thermometer is calibrated, replace cover and
place system and fan switches for desired operation.
NOTE: Hand heat will offset the thermometer reading.
After making each adjustment, wait 5 or 10 minutes
for the thermometer to stabilise before comparing.
FIG. 11—THERMOMETER CALIBRATION.
BULB REPLACEMENT
Before replacing bulb, shut off the power supply to
prevent shorting out the transformer at the bulb
terminals, or Rove subbase system switch to "OFF."
Replace bulb in subbases with optional malfunction
light as follows.
1. Remove the thermostat from tt.r subbase.
2. Remove the snap-on shield that covers the light.
3. Disconnect the field wire from the "X" terminal
to prevent shorting out the transformer at the bulb
terminals.
4.&mp out the old bulb and rplam it with a new
bulb, Part No. 124571. The bulb contact could asset in
the I pressl a in the main base. The bulb way be
screwed in farther, if neceseary, for a bettu e I F 1 1, d
ocnneation. When Wstallkq bulb, use medlenoee phism
S. Reconnect the field wire to terminal "X."
6. Replay dw ahMW and mount the thermostat.
INDICATOR LIGHT ASSEMBLY
INSTALLATION
The 135734A Indicator Light Assembly may be &W
added to most Q672 Subbases. The assembly mount$
directly on the subbase and may be installed before or
after the subbase is mounted. To innall the indicator
light assembly, use the following procedure.
I DICATOA L[ADWIA[6
.^—
	
9,
^.c
	
.
a+ e ^ • ^•• ^ e^
vie
•
LEM	 A[TAIN[I1 INDICATORPLAT[	 LAW
f[f[
FIG. 12—INSTALLATION OF INDICATOR LIGHT
ASSEMBLY.
1. If the thermostat is mounted on the Q672 Sub-
base, remove the thermostat cover. NOTE: If the cover
has optional locking scows, thew must be backed out
before cover can be removed
2. Loosen 2 captive screw. and remove thermostat.
3. Select either FILTER, CHECK, or EM. HT . lens.
4. Place the lens ovar the recess cavity on the sub-
base, and place the black retainer plate over the lens.
5. Start 1 self-tapping screw through the left-hand
hole of the retainer plate and lens.
6. Pivot lens and plate out of way as shown in
Fig. 12. Insert bulb into recessed cavity, and route wires
toward left-hand side of subbase.
7. Pivot lens and retainer plate into position, and
start second self tapping screw in right hand retainer
hole.
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To win indicator hot assembly, use the foUowhy
1. Route 1 indicator light 'wdww. to the R or RH
subbase terminal, and fasten beneath the terminal screw
(rig. Is).
2. Route second indicator light leedwire to right
retainer ernw.
FIG. 13—CONNECTING 135734A LEADWIRES.
3. Route wire tram indioator light control switch to
right retainer mew. Attach both indicator swi/oh win
and indicator light leadwire to d of retainer screw.
4. Conn t remaining indicator light control ewiwh
wire to contrron secondary bg of heatng tri mfornwr
(N. l4).
FIG. 14--WIRING HOOKUP FOR INDICATOR LIGHT
AND CONTROL SWITCH.
Remount the thermostat, and restore the power
apply. To check indicator light operation, jumper the
indicator light control. The indicator lamp should light.
After removing the jumper, the lamp should go out.
THERMOSTAT-slIBBASE APPLICATION
The schematics on the following pages are divided
into four groups
1. Standard circuits with AUTO heat-cool changeover,
page 11.
2. Standard circuits with MANUAL heat cool change
over, page 17.
3 Heat Pump circuits with changeover in cooling
AUTO, page 21.
M Alit A t . page 28.
4. Heat Pump circuits with changeover in heating
AUTO, page 32
Within groups, schematics are generally arranged
alphabetically by subbase model, then thermostat model
For additional information on Q672 Subbase/T872
Thermostat combinations. we form 70 6208.
Circuit descriptions and terminology is defined as
follows
For standard heating cooling circuits
AUTO CHANGEOVER refers to the presence of
an AUTO position in the system switching
(EXAMPLE Q672E with OFF HEAT-AUTO-
COOL switching), does not require switch
movement to change mode.
MANUAL. CHANGEOVER requires a system
switch movement to change mode. (EXAMPLE:
Q672B with HEAT OFF COOL switching)
T872D thermostats with 2 heat and 2 cod
switches are sho mn on most standard circuits.
Most standard , ( Tradeline subbases (Q672 A-E,
G) can be used with T872A-F standard
Tradeline it ermostats. The schematics can be
field modifi ed as -egwred.
For heat pump circuits:
CHANGEOVER VALVE operates on Coding.
The reversing valve or relay is activated either
by movinq the system switch to COOL
(manual changeover) or by a mercury switch
which makes on a temperature rise (auto
changeover).
CHANGEOVER VALVE operates on heating.
The reversing valve or relay is activated either
by moving the system switch to HEAT (manual
changaover) or by a mercury switch which
makes on a temperature fall (auto changeover )
For all circuit components
Each mercury switch is identified by function,
as follows
H1 Stage 1 heating
H2 Stage 2 heating
C1 Stage 1 cooling
C2 Stage 2 cooling
C/O Mingeover (heat pumps)
Each anticipator is identified as adjustable or fixed,
as well as wirrung which switch it affects. FOR
EXAMPLE H1 adjustable anticipator, C1 foLed
anticipator
All T872 thermostats use mercury switches. Each
schematic will indicate switch operation by
being drawn in the open position with an arrow
indicating operation with a temperature RISE
or FALL.
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PIO. S"NTERNAL SCHEMATIC AND TYPICAL HOOKUP OF GS72L/TS12R IN HEAT PUMP APPLICATION. THERMOSTATPROVIDES 2-STACK HEATING AND /-STAGE COOLING, MANUAL CHANGEOVER OPERATES ON COOLING. PASTCYCLING STAGE 2 HEAT HAS ISOLATED CIRCUIT ANO SEPARATE TRANSFORMER. EMERGENCY MEAT RELAY
AND LIGHT ARE ENEROIZED IN EM.HT. SWITCH POSITION. SUe9ASE PROVIDES EM . HT.•HEAT •OFF•000L SYSTEM
AND AUTO-ON FAN SWITCHING.
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PIG. 94--INTERNAL SCHEMATIC AND TYPICAL HOOKUP OF G972L/T8720 IN NEAT PUMP APPLICATION. THERMOSTATPROVIOES 2•STAOE HEATING AND 2-STAGE COOLING. SUSSASE PROVIDES SM. MT.-HEAT-OPP-COOL SYSTEMAND AUTO-ON PAN SWITCHING.
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PIG. SS—INTERNAL SCHEMATIC AND TYPICAL HOOKUP OF pi>'2cirmS IN MEAT PUMP APPLICATION. THERMOSTAT
PROVIDES t-STAGE HEATING AND 1 •STAGE COOLING; CHANGEOVER VALVE OPERATES WITH HEATING. SUD-
•ASE PROVIDES OFF-AUTO SYSTEM AND AUTO-ON PAN SWITCHING.
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1PROVIDES I-STA09 HEATING AND 14TAGE COOLING$ CHANGEOVER VALVE OPERATES WITH HEATING. SUB-BASE PROVIDES OFF•COOL•AUTO•HEAT•EM.HT SYSTEM AND AUTO-ON FAN SWITCHING.
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FIG. 17—INTERNAL, SCHEMATIC AND TYMCAL HOOKUP OF Q672WO72C IN HEAT PUMP APPLICATION. THERMOSTATPROVIDES 1-STAGE HEATING AND 14TAGE COOLING$ CHANGEOVER VALVE OPERATES WITH HEATING. SUE-EASE PROVIDES OFF-HEAT-AUTO-000L SYSTEM AND AUTO-0N PAN SWITCHING.
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• Neon indicato lamp shows power applied
to output
• Controller case durable phenolic thermoplastic
with black a^o ::zed aluminum faceplate a„,d
white . poxy silksc ►een lettering
• Case dimensions 6 it 3'. x 2'.”
• Modular construction for ease of mstalla!ron
and servicing
• Shipping weight - 2 Ibs
• Applied Research Laboratories approved.
Test 421588
INSTALLATION:
FIXFLO UUNTH IN
The Fix1lo differential thermostat gives positive
on off ; mtrol for a wide range of apphcLtions
Sensing collector and storage temperatures. the
Frxilo applies; line voltage to the circulator pump
or blower when energy is to be gained from the
solar collector panel Power is r"moved when no
-pore energy is to be gained
In o ,)meshc hot water commercial hot water.
• p n.ce heating and swimmi:eg pool applications,
the Fixflo has proved itself to be of hvjh quality
and reliability Tne versatility Of this control nas
been demonstrated t y of s use in heat recovery
systems and as a precision thermostat Available
features such as recirculating frost protection and
upper temperature limit are incorporatect into the
crrcuilry of every control and require only the
addition of the appropriate optional sensors Any
number of sensors may be wired in parallel (frost)
or in series (upper limiV for si multaneous
monitoring of multiple points Hysteresis is also
incorporaled into the circuitry for stability of
operation and minimization of system cycling
Also ava,lable with dual parallel outlets
(model H-1505-A)
SPECIFICATIONS:
• Power requirement 4 watts
• Power supply regulation for stable operation on
line voltages from 105-130V AC 60 Hi
• Transformer isolation from power line. 1600V
• Thermistor sensL r voltage 8 3V DC Maximurn
short -cirCU1t current 4 15 ma
• All sensor terminals are short-circuit Overload
protected
• Controlled AC output 6 amps ,720 watts) at
,120V AC Ove ► lo.0 protected with 6A 3AG fuse
• Varistor line spike and lightning protection
• Zener diode static charge bleed-off protection at
sensor terminals
• Turn on differential 16" F Turn-off Differential 3°F Pressure sensitive foam tape mounting Plug-inline voltage conn pctions Terminal screw low-
voltage (sensor) connections
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The Solar Air Heating CNy.
The Solaron solar heating system is markelled
throughout the U S oy local distributors and defers
who are well established In the HVAC industry The
Solarorn distributors maintain a complete stock of
Snlaron equipment The distributors, who also handle
major brands of heating and air conditioning
equipment work wil l+ dealers who are NVAC installing
contractars The r. ^ .,ron dealers are established and
reliable contractor. who are familiar with instalknp
heating equipment and associated ductwork Both 'he
distributors and dealers are thoroughly I. dines' by
Solaron in all aspects of solar heating design
equlpmenl applicat ion and wnsUllation So;aron
engineers and field servicemen support the di-Afibulors
and dealers as required and provide on site assislance
The Solaron collector au handler and controller
and necessary ductwork is installed by the NVAC
contractor The general contractor usually builds the
heal storage container The rystrm is then 1m' led
through all of the operating modes and thott ughly
checked for proper operation
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SOLARON DOMESTIC WATER HEATING SYt . f.
The Solaron Domestic Water Healer System nvoNts a very simple
dwelling cycle Solar energy is cmded by dal south foam coseclir 1
Air is aw4ted by tar teat aid" unit ! where tar solar energy is
transferred to ear water bong cAcidaled by the domestic water circulating
pump • Solis sowated water is continuously ,
 eMciilated into tar storage
tank 3 as long as the Solaron control unit indicates tile! solar energy is
evadable M IM coeectors 1 and until tank temperature In the storage
tank A reaches 1110 degrees f When hot water is required water is drawn
from the Converlilt l domestic hot water hula at and preheated wa
W is drawn from tar storape tank 3 wMC Me conventional domestic water
fleeter
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The autonlahc temperature foldrol unit Is
In.Judert As part of the Sharon lV%Irry The
conhttler handl-s all of the (petational modes Which
are Shown o) the schematics on page 2 The
I onirttlrf ope • ales the sn1Ai side Of the system and
firs Into A : %t tqe IhermoStat to provide solaf and or
AualaAry neat' the space as required The slandard
(onttollrl tan be modified Iwdh Sollfon hardware)
',, combine with heat pumps or other types of
auxiliary healing systems 1, otafon can provide
technical assistance to design special controllers lot
large ;,rolecTs of special Applications
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the War oil solar collector Is an advanced
IyPe ol ao au heating llal plate rolleclot Out
exclusive internal inatulokUrul allows the Solaron
collector to be completely nwdul m factory
preassrnlbled Collector panel% are plugged into each
other with a minimum of in%Mllation time Air nnkl%
and outlets are field cut into each collector umv as
required The Solaton solar Collector Is designed lot
Installation om any structurally sound surface such
as a tool. wall or spe.cWtV made %uppcnls
the Solaron solar cotleclou has the following
genriAl conduction cimiticlenshrs
11165wI1lI' 28 gauge steel with porcelain enamel
coating
13112100: two I v sealed sperial low won tempered
glass panels with a long life EPOM perimeter
gasket Wass plate can be easily removed lot
service or replacement
pin 20 gauge steel fully Insulated with 314"
fiberglass bait Painted external surfaces
Cafflij drin I": Unique flange configuration
Permits light ate seal aulornaticaltv as
modules are installed
Cap !flip: Painted steel designed to provide weather
seal between panels
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p nticulativ effective W1111,111,411 (II I ulahnq solar
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lenipeialufe %li,dihcabae V e but nn lop and cold on
file botton l Ihr% allows .m g t to tie provided at the
fulthet;l.tvadabl, tenper.dure to the heated space
Iron the top of the Pebble bed It af%o allow% au to
y eti n boil the botonl of the bed Ili tte collector at
r%seanhal ►y loom ienmperalme Itu%ensures
nmaxn ►nnn efhrenev of %ol.0 heat collechon and
dekveiy
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The heat storage unit must be built and
installed by the local contractor to Solaron standard
drawings and specutications Contact Solaron for a
copy of these specs
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Solaron provides it 1atldaid factory
pieassembled an handleig f ind Including a blower
and nlotor driven dampers A - pparale damper Pau
is furnished lot mounting in It o duct system (I e
backdraft dampers)
A lyq,.al installation for the air handling unit.
near the au •diary healer and heat storage, is shown
u) the General System Description (upper left) The
au handler can be mounted either vertically or
horizontally, and with p rope r orientation and
clearance to receive all connecting duals without
mteHetence
The automatic temperature control unit Is
included as part of the Solaron system The
controller handlss all of the operational modes which
are shown in the schematics on page 2 The
controller operates the solar side of the system and
ties into a 2'stage thermostat to provide solar and or
auxiliary heat to the space as required The standard
controller can be modified (with Solaron hardware)
in combine with heat pumps or other types of
auxiliary heating systems Solaron can provide
technical assistance to design special controllers for
large yiolects or special applications
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Comparison of various types of scNar heaArq 4stems can" be done pfOperly It Of m111e,,014 11 system Is evalwted
over an entire healing season C~or eMcNncy is an melanlaneous pant In time measurement and 16 riot a valid
parameter to evaluate the solar system woffir anue The Ideal sltuadon fc1 1 solar system Is 10 kip the Mrrd R M
temperature to the collector as low as possible and have a high usuabN lNnpe(Nure For space heating ThaMore the
Weal solar system has heat stratified In the storage unit An of molar system using rocks as the thermal storage
provwW this SiratihcAt on Therefore the Inlet temperature to an of c011fC1of Is typK* 70` t «here the liquid
cofltctor Inlet temperature is 1)(T f
0	 fn(N= Tilt	 u (T.	 L)J -	 BTU
A	 It 7 Day
	
I Dams
	 J losses
Iwo collectors of similar construction can be compared using the performance equation When the average colkn tot
inlet temperature IT) is used the liquid sys4 ilims produce alinnst the same heat output as the air system
	
AIR 0'	 0 69113001 (0 75)
	 1. 8) 174`	 01 J	 139 BTU
	
A,	 It° Day
	
(foulo U	 0 9011300 1 to 15)
	
l0 81 tin 	 40`t)
	
138 BTU
A	 It' Day
Noo tver this is still an mstantaneoc.s pond In little ineasuremerH which dessn t take Into accourd the tact that
the air system *IA typically lolled for longer periods of little and theiefae deliver more total heat output When
these systeirs ate evaluated over an entire season the results are as reported by the C S U report ICOO
7P68 1 Because of the nlriblicatioi thN temperature of the air returning to the collector from the bottom
of storage is always f*4f room feniperaturl Thins the air rolleclor can delver useful heat front ear.y morning to
late afternoon the liquid system starts up later In life morning and shuts off earlier in the afternoon
Therefore when sysre+n pllrtOrnrancY is evaluated '>vei an entire season it shows that AIR soar systems acYrtally
produce more usable energy than liquid sy5lerrts t i ie C S 11 tests report that the air solar system delivered
considerably (note heat output than the same sued liquid system right next to d
$ 14.1
 tnt11P II i	 tiplwl; 11H A
	 011 I..n g N h.tn. Imo( + • ''N 1 'F 7 1.1.-ry,aF N !yl l'NI. "AP"Fili . etlth+„
I .Solar (.Oile( -ior Area The collector area can be de
tilt mined by using the Solar on Conversion I alit)(,, 	 fliample Protect at 40 N labtude 50 IN Collector
`howl- to Cie tight the de,,tgn fleal kis% I% dt	 Area
video by the S (: I Lt) get fV of collector	 I It Orientation Is 10 to the West The relative col
Recommendations Annual fuel savings 'or 	 lector area required to provide the same annual
space heating shou'd equal 30 1 . to 70% Annual	 fuel savings as a system at due South is appioxl
fuel savings to fpplications with a more uniform	 matety 1 (14 umes the calcxuMled (o11( rctor area
load In-oughout Ine year call 	 higher than 701k	 11 M I	 15(x11	 '410 It,
2 An I low Ftate 11 SL I M to .1 S(1 M per i t' of Solar	 fill- optimum collector tilt would be 45 to 55
collector area Contact Sotaron tot special apphca 	 tie I	 lito( ' 151
bons such as make up alt healing outside air	 It ttu' (vlkctas we a at a till M Ili 	 e I 5t thr
healing for drying or mdusttial or agricultural pro 	 ieldlive coikcior area required would he 1 01
less heating
	 S X)II ,
	
515f1
	
Ii bolt) corxlihorn extst (1 c 20
3 Neat Storage Site 'r to 14 ft' rock per if' of %Olaf 	 West R 35 till) the correction would be 11 041
collector area Nock site S 4 to I'r diameter	 ( 1 03	 )01	 5.15 fir W
SELECTION EXAMPLE.
Given that A commercial building with a design heat
loss I Mi 800 01 If NA the location Is Denver (:ol
mado and the desired annual fuel savings Is W`,,
1 Collector Area
	 IDes all 	 loss)	 IS C I I
136 800	 0 711	 800 ft' collector
7 FIOW Ri le 0 SO M per W1 ' (Collector Area)
(?) - (8001 IbM %Gf M
a Neal storage Und	 ('a fi t rock pet ft') - ICol
lector Area I	 1',I • 18001	 4(10ftIIock
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Modules that stack up as the versatile
cost savers you've been looking for.
Carner has brought the modular cooling/heating system
concept to residential, appaartment, and small commercial
installations. Field assembled units offer some important
advantages ;o builders and developers. New accuracy in
equipment selection, more unit flexibility, closer cost con
trol, and greater customer satisfaction once the fob is
finished.
The component that makes it all possible is Carrier's
Model 40FS fan module. It's another first for Carner
Match the Model 40FS with any of the fully compatible 28
Series slab-type evaporator coils to assemble a fan-coil unit
with up to 60,000 Btuh cooling capacity. Most of the coils
can be used for cooling only or heat pump duty Or if you
want the most compact electric furnace you eve. saw, com-
bine the Model 40FS with a specially designed electric
heater, available in sizes to 30 kw Or stack all 3 together.
cod, fan, and heater module and you have a complete,
compact cooling, heating unit You'll like the custom Milt
look of the finished unit And each unit's performance
matches its good looks.
Flexibility is a big advantage of these modular units. They
can be assembled for upilow. downflow, or norizontal appli•
cations ..e"tiy and simply. This extra measure of flexibility
means greater freedom in system design.. greater econ-
omy for the buildet or developer.
Any of the Model 40FS modular units — fan-coil. electric
furnace, or cooling( heating system — can be counted on as
space savers. They're designed to be tucked away in a
corner, closet, attic, basement, or other convenient spot,
and to provide complete service access from the front.
the fan module...	 the coils...	 the heater module...
• Three saes available Model 4OFS160 has
a Om range from 1000 to 1500, 4OFS20O
from 1500 to 2000 cfm and 4OFS220 from
1500 to 2500 cfm.
• Multi speed, direct dnve blower motor
with built in speed selection receptacle for
easy, plug in adjustment of airflow for
specific cooling and heating requirements
• Fully insulated around the blower and
on all 4 sides. keeps operating sound level
k)w as required in today's homes, apart
ments, and many small commercial estab-
lishments such ate offices and shops.
• Reversible filter rack with permanent type
filter is standard On most unit assemblies
the filter section can be installed with its duct
connection flanges inside or outside unit.
• Accessury cooling control kit installs
inside 4OFS fan module Completely assem
filed and wired cooling controls include a
40 va low vo l tage transformer, fan relay,
wiring connectors Kit is required on 230
volt cooling only units
• Accessory return air plenum for side
return air inlet
• Accessory downflow support angles for
Model 4OFS91ti )universal type) heaters
• Accessory ion deck package for cooling
only applications with universal heaters
•• Threemudels 28\'Q,HQ,TQ nominal
capacities 3+•r,000 to hO 000 Btuh. Model
28VQ,HQ for cooling or prat pump system,
28TQ used with 38TQ two speed heat pump
Sldh type, all aluminum curl construction
insulated casings
• Compatible Fitting suction and flare liquid
line fittings Ex • ernaliy located tot fast instal
lation It takes only a .wrench to connect
retrioeiant piping.
• AccuRater" refriwrant Goes control ad.
nits the cot , ling or heat pump system for
optimum cooling heating_ tin heat pump
systems) and dehumidifying
• Coil I:n design and a large, heave duty
condensate pants) slanted to promote last
diainage and eliminate moisture runoff
problems.
• Model 28VQ for upflow or downflow
28HQ used horizontally only Model 28TQ
is equi pped with double drain pans which
permit them to be used in upflow, downflow
or horizontal applications tSee Application,
page S. for downflow i Horizontal 28TQ in•
stallations require 28TQ accessory con
densate collector kit
• 208 240-v, 1 and 3 ph, eO Hz Sizes to
30 kw Use all 40FS heater models in
couhng electric heating systems. The 40FQ
heaters are designed especially !or heat
pump systems The 38HQ heaters are de
signed for use. with 28HQ dual compressor
systems.
• Module contains controls for cooling and
heating including indoor fan relay
• 24-v transformer (40 va), n0 va on 40FQ
and 40FS4;1e320, 330 and 500 models
• Branch circuit protection as required by
National Electrical Code. UL listed.
• Internal fusing standard on units abcwe
10 kw land on 500 sizes only)
• Sequencing of heater elements in 5 kw
increments with time delay between steps
• Two stage operation on ;arger units
• Overtemperature limit switches with
automatic reset Auxiliary overtemperature
fuse links provide back up protection
• Heater enclosure is completely insulated
• Convenient front entry for power and
low voltage wiring
• Optional circuit breaker heater models
NOTE: See outdoor condensing unit.ji
or heat pump literature for Carrier, ;1
approved systems and ARI unified.
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FAN-COIL	 ELECTRIC FURNACE	 FAN-COIL - HEATER UNITS
Typical piping and wiring
------------------------------------
`J I	
ERUCTRC
—^ _	 I	 I I
—  Rsu	 Y	 AN roM
1 ISC0NNE 1_-T 	 i	 I	 _ _	 _	 -	 THBVAOSMT
aE R "+ E C	 (	 9	 OI'SCONNECT
PERK CC.
	
'	 29K COIL
	
1	 !
1	 g FILTER
1	 '4^	 s	 f,	 Io PIPING
_ KWER WIRING
	 ^1IA► AIR
OL
	
CONTR WIRING	 ^	 KEANER
- '40FS RETURN1_	 -I AIRFLOW
	
	 _	 ••• AIR PLENLM
UOUIO LINE
SUCTION LINE	 00NDENSATE
- .. .^ -- - "r+irr	 r.. _...- . _....... ^... . _ r ... a •-_.: _	 . ..........	 .. DRAINS .........w:..w........ ... - i..
, Ensure p i p i ng doe, not .rtertere witn tilt' • removal	 IMPORTANT When any tan :oil ^s^nstalled over a finished coiling and%or
NOTE Mnoo and piping shown are general guides only	 living area an auxiliary sheet metal condensate pan should be Installed
Trey are not intended for J spil nstallaturn	 ,prier the .entve unit
TYPICAL SYSTEM CONTROL WIRING LSING INDOOR SECTION CONTROL CIRCUIT 124-V1 TRANSFORMER
TNERYOSTAT	 INDOOR SECTION	 OUTDOOR SECTION mr,ng necessar y ror cooling without heating
-- - - - - Arid t0 cooling wiring for Cooling with one-stage heating
--- Arid to cooling with one stage neating wiring for cooling
With 2 stage neahng
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physical data
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40FS fan section
J*-XXE FOR LINEPOWER WIRING
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RI N65 WNO LTIR REMOVAL
• F,itel flangvs may be r evelled to provide ri%ternal s	 d .n duct Con
norctlon flange
40FS return air plenum
(Solid sides and bottom)
v .
^•►y
^e0FSg00- 141 • I !•;4rFS900• 1 91 .2' 0..
"Use 4OFS90014 1 for 40FS160 assembles 40FS900191 for
40FS:00 and 40FS220 assemblies
AL i l .- l }
Airflow
Cert,hed dimension drawings available on redurat
FAN SECTION DATA
UN" 14MB160 140FSUO 4W&2201
-OV RATING WT 1161 _ ^_b0	 66 _	 T2
FAN I	 Centrifugal - Dorect Orive
a 17•e)
	 I	 000 to 1 100Awn. 40-N	 ped
An Discharge I Upilow - Downfiow - Horizontal
Nominal Ctm I	 1250	 1 7s0	 2000
PSC Motor - HP 1	 2	 7	 4	 1
DIM ENS IONS Ih rn 1
Length A	 i	 1 . 9 3 , 16	 I	 2	 0 . 11 : 10
Width 9	 1.10 I	 to
Height C	 I	 1	 7 s	 10
OUC^I^tlLET Ih-on.l
0 1 . 7-9 	 1e	 ^	 1	 11 . 1, 16
E t7
DUCT OUTLET Ih•In 1
F 1	 1	 7	 5
d 0.	 9 . 7 0_ ___ _
FILTEII 11 •In	 thick)'
No 1
1 21%20-3/41Site Ion 1 21 %24 . 1 i 4
PSC -- Permanent Split Capacitor
'40fS units factor y e0u,pped with permanent filter and reversible
rack with 5 8 i duct connection flange
I' - 94.140 F S 914108 ---^
O 2^ -	 0^'i40^S9201	 i
	I' 9 > •a -	 I
	
t^i'Z•	 Jam' ►
. * '
	
—
	
:^•	 0'-Sr
-W-4" A4 X,
^—	 I } HOLE WITH
HOLE FOR	 CONCENTRICr
CONTROL WIRING	 KO's IC 13,2{
Accessory electric heater
(40FS916320 and 500 EH, GM and HV Universal
Series)
DUCT CONNECTION FLAWA
..CSUPPLY AIR)
C -9j
	
i	 ^^.	 'i'HOLE WITH} CONCENTRIC KO FOR
POWER WIRING
.SEATER
ACCESS DO,
,Y* VOLTAGE
	 oo 'TERMINAL S7RIP—
MALI
ON
i
1
I
..I
I ' •I
S
EON	 Accessory electric heater
(All 38HQ. 40FS, 40FQ Models except 40FS916320,
and 40F S916500 EH, GM and HV Series)
r
t4
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Physical data and dimensions (cont)
..	 HEIGHT DIMENSIONS OF ASSEMBLED UNITS
0000LA11 UNIT at"IMBUES	 ' TOTAt taxw `= Iff► ino.
Cooling an/ NMting Unit Airrilow
Cooling unit -^ __— Uptlow
tot Nontontallt Oowntlow,- Neale 9 uni t
Coil Fan HCUon Electric Neater
26"003W20 ISVO036o20 — — 4OFS160	 ^S F^9163s^^5c^o0•• 3	 11	 13. 16 4.	 0 7 :16
28NQ042030 28VQ042030 20T0042 - 4OFS160	 t	 4OFS F0916 i	 4	 6 7	 16 4	 7 1	 02110,0001141030 28VW42030 _ 
	
38NQ90uo••
--	 r	 -sJF-
I	 _
28N0042020 20V0042020 I
-
28Qx036 S9t692040FS200	 a0FQ920 4	 7•5•16 •	 3.8.1625NQ04W20 2$VQ046020 20QX042 381,409001' 4	 0 . 3Let i 5	 J7-sit
40F%9 16 920
28N0060020 28V0060020 2 8TQ060 - 40FS200 220	 I	 4OF 0920	 1	 4.	 1 ?,1111 4	 8 1	 18
28NQ038o20 28V0036o20 - - 4OFS160	 - 3	 3 . 9	 16 3.	 4 3	 16
2660042030 26VO042030
-
-
-40F5160 _- 7 1 0-1	 • 7.10 7.826NQ046030 28V0040030
_
40FS20028N0042020 20VON2020
- -
- 3	 7 1	 8 3.	 7 . 3	 4202281 ,1004101172 20V004W20 _
4OFS200 220
—_--- ,--
3	 11	 3	 162@NQOeoo20 28VO060020 - -
-
3	 11	 3	 16
- - -
_
-	 4OFS160	 aC " $^^t8
-- T 411rS9l6 920
	
1.4 3. 16
- - - -	 40FS.00 220	 u)F^31U
3A^r^y0p1••
____-_	 I
'Total height may very slightly depending on electric heater model used
t l-ength dimension of assemblies in the honronlal position are soma as hrlght
dimension of units assembled lot uoflowr airflow
;Ali height 1lmensions include 4OFS tiller section
"For use with 3At+0227 and 234 only
Wo a ^viva for 28UX co'l wan tan $001011 and electric neater
NO T E .:0 C30 denotes d-mensional veruition within 28NQ - VQ m000ls Afterio 28HO VO iterature lo, e.eci dimensions
"', Perefortz a.-n-ce data
FAN PERFORMANCE
FAN SPEED
NI9R Mb	 lowUNIT CPO
sterna/ $tads Mauro fin, w9 ► '
1000 7: A
1too 89 69
401113160 1200 '33 79 45
i
1300 84 66 -
14 00 75 49
1500 64 -	 I -
1500 94	 d7 59
1 
600
92	 79 i	 39
40F0200 17 84
	 69 
I
1800 5	 o8 -
1900 66	 42
2000 Sb	 - _ -
- _
1500 -	 - 20
1600 -	 - it
1700 -	 1 39 99
1000 1 a0	 I	 t 31 84
1900 1 44	 1 23 --
40F3220 2000 1 39	 114 -
2100 1 35	 1 04 -
2200 1 30	 92 -
1300 1 24	 76 -
2.00 1 10	 - -
-
2500 1	 1 1	 _t -
'E n terrnal static oressures shown include a deduction for factory sup pl ied tine,J 13 in Ivgl Subtract loss tot Cooling cod and 4f electric heater to obtain avail
at+ a static pressure for air distribution s y stom at reouued Orn iRefer to 2AVO
MO TO P roduct Literature for cod loss I
ia(;;
ELECTRIC HEATER STATIC PRESSURE DROP(Standard Models 38HQ9000, 9001; 40F5916, 920300;
40FQ916, 920; Universal 4OFS916500)
NEATER KW 0 246 V'
CFhI {-5 I 10 1715.126 I N .J30
1000 09 09 I10 11 12 12
1100 i1 I^ 13 14
I I
15 16
1200 14 14 16 17 18 19
1300 16 '7 I	 19 I	 20 22 23
1400 i9 20 22 23 25 27
1500 22
I
23 25 26 18 31
1600 25 26 28 29 32 34
1700 2A '9 31 33 36 39
1800 J' 33 35 37 39 43
1900 35 36 39 41 43 47
2000 39 40 43 45 48 52
2100 43 44 47 49 53 57
2200 48 50 52 54 59 63
2300 I	 54 56 59 61 66 71
ELECTRIC HEATER STATIC PRESSURE DROP(Universal Models" 40FS916320 and 49FS916330)
NEATER KW V 2401
6	 10	 is	 20'C Ff%
Ftiosstoo	 its. weir
	
4
1000	 13 16 16 17
1100	 17 20 20 21
1200	 20 1	 23 24 25
1300	 23 27 29 30
1400	 26 31 32 34
1500	 I	 30 36 37 39
1600	 33 40 41 44
1700	 37 44 46 49
1800	 41 49 51 54
1900	 45 54 56 59
2000	 50 59 d2 66
21 
00
I	 d5 I	 73
22 	 I	 60
W—
1	 73
78
(	 78 (	 5A
'Pressure dr ,)ps snowr ,ire lot 1 phase .i n iversel hoofer0 For 3-phase universal
nesters .,so pressure drop listed for standard 40FS % FQ healers at required
Kw and Cfm
Electrical data
-0 HEATER ELECTRICAL DATA AND USAGE
CTM -M .1111TANCE HEATER 1200/240 V
Branch CircuitFANSECTION MuterModel Kw No.Clkts MetaAm • Min WinsSite (AWO) Max ftWirt Min GridWife Site Fuse, COAm s
S i 208 V 240 V 206 V 240 V 08 V-
1 A 333 289 6 a 60 40 10 10 SO" 40••
OX 90 1 A 7 6 5 55 10 10 60•' 45°^
EM 100 75 1 A 41 6 351 4 6	 1 80 50 10 10 60•'	 1 50-
ET 110 63 1 A 1 458 397 4 6	 1 75 46 6 10 LO
4OFS916300 F1 120 90 1 A 1 500 434 4 4	 1 70 65 6 10	 1 70	 1 60 
FQ 130 98 1 JA 54 2 470	 L 2 4 100 65 8 8 80 70I1•Phl
140 105 1 JA 503 505	 1 2 4 75 60 8 8 BO 70
M 1 11 :1 A 6 542 ; 7 8 8 90 60
R. 20.0 '
5.0 i
1
1	 ^
t
t
o
A
833
104 2
72 2
903
2
Ot
2
It
65
80
85
65
6
6
8
6
110
150
100_
12 5
1 so 60 t o 33.3 289 10 10 50•'	 a0••6t 6 Go op
020 100 7 5 1 A 41 6 36 1 4t 6t 80 50 10 I	 110	 60"	 50•'
40FS160
40Fp916
I1•Phl
070• 8t 8t 50 50
030 150 11 3 11 A 625 542 2t 2t 85 70 8 8	 I 90	 1 8C080• 4t 4/ 55 55
04--i
ON
200 150	 1 IA
I
83 3 72 2 it 2t 85 65 6 8 110 100r
I 2t 2t 65	 1 65
060
 0 18 8 1 A 104 2 90 3 1 00 as 6 8 150 1251 ^^
Ot 65
51	 1	 80	 60	 1 i, A	 33 3	 289
-
10 10 j	 50' • 	i 40••
--
81 60 40
10 10
--t
60'• I 50••
-
713	100	 75	 1 ;A	 416	 361	 gt38HO900091
11 Phl	 81	 150	 1 1 3	 t	 o	 62 5	 54 2	 2-
4t
6t 0 50
21 85 70 8 8 j 90080
4t 1	 55 55
6 8	 110	 10091	 200	 150	 1	 A	 813	 72 2	 2t 2t 65 g5
EH	 100	 75	 1 : A1	 39.8 L 344	 4 6 80 50 10 10	 60••	 csU•^
^ET 1. 1 0	 8 3	 1! o-16	 37 8	 44-3 6 75 45 8 10	 70^	 60
 120	 90	 1 1 A 	 4764	 4
fQ	 130	 9 8t! A	 51 6	 448	 2
40FS920300	 GB	 140 	 t0
	
tt'
' A —5-5- 5!	 48 0	 2(1'Phl	 GM50 11 3 11 IAI 595 t 51^ 2
JIR'	 O	 16.0	 t	 A ,	 79 388 8!	 1 t
L111I r 26 0•	 1.	 t	 9 2 86,	 o
PCI..	 235	 1	 A t 1190 	 103 2	 00_t
4
4
4
2
2
t
Ot
65
100
90
85
85
85
90
70
1	 60
55
85
70
70
70
8
8
8
8
6
8
6
10	 10	 1 70__
8
	
80- --T-70
8	 80	 70
8	 90	 80
8	 110	 100
8	 t 50^	 125
1	 6	 175	 i 150
L---0604 —4t1
	
1 00	 7 5	 1	 A	 396	 34
12^	 0	 f
6 80 50 10 t0	 60••	 60'•
16 50 50
2
t
2 t
90
55
85
70
90
55
85
70
8
g
8
8
90	 8o
__  
t t J
	
I t i)o40FS200or
40FS220
70	 i	 I	 2t
30
	 150	 11 3	 t	 o	 595	 516
r 1'
	
4t
4I	 (I -Phl	 080
	 20 0'	 1 5 0	 1	 A	 79 3	 68 8	 t tI1 Phl	 140.1 	 _1_ _	 2
i	 090	 0025J	 188	 I 1	 A	 99 2	 88 0	 0;160•
10 	 300	 A	 OOOt22 5	 1	 1 19 0	 103 2 ^-
160''	 ^i )	 001
Ot 105 85 6 6
^^
t 50	 1251; _85 70
Oot 110 90 6 6 175	 150
ot 90 70
6t 80 50 10 10 60•• i	 60••oil i	 100 7 5 1 A i 396 !	 34 4 4t6t 6t 50 50
3PHO900131
(I-Ph)
^------^
1 11	 i	 150 1 1 3 t A 595
.I
51 6 8 8 90 804t 4t
50 90
__
21	 200 150 1 A, 793 1t688^—2t
it i	 85 8u
1	
8 8 110	 100
_t____2t 70 70
31	 I	 25 0 1 8 8 1 A 99 2, 86 O	 t
0;
Ot 105 85 6 6	 150	 125
it 85 70
r'1J
^^ 1
^.r
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HEATER ELECTRICAL DATA AND USAGE (Cont)
ELECTRIC RESISTANCE HEATER 1208/ 240 V ►
	FAN	 tint acutt
SECTION	 Heeler	 Kw	 No	 Heater	 Min Wire	 MaTT 	 Min Grid	 Fuse, CBModel	 Ckta	 Amps	 Site 1AW_O_) I	 Wire	 Win Size	 sAmP	 _	 _ o
	240 V 20i —V	 _24_0__ VT200 V 240_V208 V 40 V 20e V 240 V 20®V ; ^0 V 08 V -
co	 50 3 	
_.{._._C 	 60 1 45 o A 250 2 d _8
	
8 1 54	 60	 ' 0	 1 ^3 4*	 --
OA	 70 5 25 1 ^ A 29_ 2 25 2 8^, 8	 70 - SO 10	 10	 45	 46
Of	 75	 563 I A J1 33 X27 0	 6 I _	 65	 50 10	 t	 45	 ^
OL	 8 0 1 6 0 t o 33 3 t 28 9	 8	 8	 85	 70	 10	 10	 50	 45
OX	 90 6 75 1 A 37 5 T 32 5	 d	 8	 55	 6510 1t0	 60	 b0
EN	 100 7 5 1 A 41 8 t 38 t- 4	 ^d	 6'i3	 i5^'&0^^
	
t A 45 8 39 7 -	 4-	 8	 5	 6	 1a	 _70_ ._ 50,.
ETtt 110	 8.25	 A 25 0	 21 d	 8	 8	 50	 80	 10	 10	 40	 35
2	
-
 B 20 8	 18 0	 t 0	 t	 45 _	 1 0 	 30	 25
	
1 A 50 J	 43 4, 4	 4	 70	 80	 8	 t 0	 70	 BO
FE" t2 0
	 8.0	 A 2 0 2^  25 2	 6	 8	 70	 50- 10	 10	 aS	 sC
	
2 8 1 208 1801 	 104	 5	 _16^	 25 -
1 A l 54 2147 0 I
	
2	 4	 100 1	 70	 8 i	 8	 80	 70
FQtt 13.0	 9.75 2 A 3_33 3	 28 9	 8	 6 	 66	 70	 10	 10	 SO
	
8 20 8	 185 1 10	 10	 45 1 '56
	
1 A 5 3 3	 5J 5	 4	 100	 70	 8 l	 d	 80	 76
	
40FS160, 40F5916320 00tt 14.0 10.5 , A 37 5 32 5	 6	 b F_ W	 Ilf^	 -fit t -sa40FS200.
	
11.Ph ► 	 BI 20 8118 0 t 0 1 10^ a5	 56	 t 0	 1Z	 d-
	
or	 1 i A, 62 5^ - 5-1 2	 2	 —90	 1 00
4OF9220
	
t- *-- -+ --	 ---t --OMtt 15.0 11 25	 A Al 
o	
is ' i - 1 a	 6	 1	 b`a
561'A 6ti 7_	 ;7 7 j 2	 t 2	 - 80	 890 I 8	 1	 90	 80
	
G Ytt 160 120 2 A^ 333 1 2N 9  6	 6^- 60	 70	 10	 10	 50^56	
TI - j--3.-33.. _	 -18 - 9 --	 86 r---	 - 70-- - -^ --T	 ^- _^-- - f-  ^ 55 10^ 10 _ 43^-4( -
	
t A l 708
	
61 3	 2	 2	 80 i	 90 1	 a	 8	 1 W	 90
Kitt 17.0 12.75	 A^35 4 J0 6	 6 _ 6	 60	 65^ 10	 10	 50	 45
2	t -B-1'- -1 35 4^ 3066 	 8	 65	 50	 10	 10 I 45	 40
	
i A 75 0	 649	
1 r-
'	 2	 90	 85	 B	 6	 100	 90
HVtt . 18.0 13.5	 I A-± 37 5 1 32 5
-} 6	 6	 5_5	 85	 10	 t0	 60	 50+
	
B 3 7 5 31 5	 6 -} 6 ^60	 70	 10	 10	 50	 45
	
1"t q? 70 2 t ed 5	 .+	 2	 7	 80	 6	 8 1 t0 -100--
	
- T - -	 - - -	 ++----	 -----	 -- - -JFtt 19.0 1425 + Ajb 6	 34 3	 6	 d	 55	 60	 10	 10	 60	 50
	
6 343,3 6	 b I 60	 70 10	 10	 5045
1 A	 83 3	 7: 2	 2t	 1	 65	 95	 6	 8	 110 I+ 100+- --.- -JR tt ' 20.0	 15.0 2 A s t 6 -36 1	 4	 6	 80	 60	 10	 10	 CIO 1	 u0
	
t3 41 d ! 36 1	 e	 6	 55	 85	 10	 10	 e0 v 50l-- --- - - --^-- ^--- —^ --EH	 100	 7 5	 1 1 240	 20 8	 at	 8t 1	 70 ^	 60	 t	 t	 ^5-
GM 150 1 1 _3	 1	 3- 36 o 31 3 _dt ` t 65 ` 40	 10	 10	 60	 4540F89/6500 NV
	
180^i3 6	 1 X43 3_+7 5	 6t	 6t	 53	 55	 10	 10	 60	 60( 3. Ph)	 LW	 250
	
18 8` _ 1	 6`, 2 i 52 2	 4	 4	 65	 65	 8	 8	 90	 80
PA	 30.0	 22.5	 1 -	 ^+— 	 -
	
<<	 : 5	 2 1	 4	 90	 55	 8	 8	 100	 30
T-i-stage electric heaters Rema.n ng hoa!ers are single
stage
CIS - Circuit Breaker
'Circuit breaker models All remaining models over 10 i+w are -n
ternally fused
tCopper wore sizes based on 75 C, all other ,;upper wire saes based
on 60 C Copper wore is preferable
:Copper wore rated at 75 C and no larger than 00 size must be used
"Use fuses only on 40FS916300 OL, OX, EH 40FQ916010.020
4OF0920060 and 4OFS920300 EH units
ttStandard heater models that require 2 line power circuits Add
accessor y conversion lug set for tangle power circuit operation
NOTES
1 Heater models 40F0916. 40FQ920 and 40FS916320 egwppod
with 60-va control circuit transformer Remaining heater mooels
have 40 va transformer
2 Feld selected wore sizes (rust not create a voltage drop bptween
power source and unit n excess of 2% of unit rated voltage
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Electrical data (cont)
-^ FAN SECTION DATA
MODEL VOLTSlit.►h1	 Maw	 Mtn
16
FLA
1
MCA
4OF5160 35 44
4OF6200
I
208,230	 253	 167 45 $ 6
4OFS220 I	 L 69 86
FLA — Full Load Amps
MCA — Minimum Circuit Amps
NOTES
1 Use dais in table for cooling only units See Electric Heater Oats
and Usage table for meeting onl y unit or Meeting cooling unit data
When fan section is equipped with heater. fan motor line power is
supplied from heater line power circuit
2 Control circuit voltage s 24 volts, on NI units Accessory cooling
control kit. required for cooling only units, is equipped with 40 va
transformer Transformer has adequate capacity to carry con-
densing unit load
Application
All 40FS units with accessory electric heaters are suitable
for Installation with 0-in. clearance from heater cabinet,
discharge plenum and ductwork to combustible materials
with the following exceptions. When using 40FS920300PA(30 kw); all 40FQ models; 40FS916320, (11 to 20 kw) and all
40FS916500 models with 40FS200 fan section, and
4OFS916500 (25 and 30 kw) with 4OFS160 fan section, main-
tain a 1-in. minimum clearance between discharge plenum
and ductwork to combustible materials for a distance of
36 In. from unit. (0-in. clearance to heater cabinet still per
missible.) See 40FS Installation Instructions for details.
Refer to Electrical Data table in this booklet 'or minimum tan
speed required for safe electric heater operation.
Fan section, coil and electric heater are tested and
approved for Installation in unconditioned space per ARI
Standards (80 F db, 75 F wb indoor temperature; 80 F db
outdoor temperature). Insulate supply and return at, duct
work In unconditioned space.
Sound — For acoustical treatment of ductwork, see 40FS
Installation, Start-Up and Service Instructions.
Downflow — Under prolonged high humidity conditions,
toll eliminator plates may be required on downflow
applications.
Guide specifications
Furnish and install 	 fan section(s) equipped with(direct expansion cooling coil) (electric heater) in the loca.
no , ' and manner shown or. the plan. Assembled unit shall
operate properly In lupflow) ihorizontal), (downtlow) post-
non and is to be installed with ductwork. Total cooling
capacity shall be 	 Btuh or greater with	 cfm air
entering cooling colt Heating capacity shall be
	 Btuh
at	 volts or greater with	 kw electric heater,
Fan section enclosure shall be insulated and constructed
of galvanneal steel, bondenzed and finished with baked
enamel. The multi-,peed fan motor shall be factory lubri-
cated, !cave interra! overload protection and be resiliently
mounted. The fan shall deliver 	 cfm with	 in. wg
erterenal static pressure operating at	 fan speed. The
tan motor shall not exceed horsepower. Fan-motor
assembly shall slide out for service. Reversible filter rack
shall have duct connection flanges and be equipped with
permanent-type filter that slides out for maintenance
Cooling coil shall be constructed with aluminum plate fins
mechanically bonded to nonferrous tubing with all points
Ni now One
Air QaXW-r-g
Maier
^^. LJ.6rNM
brazed. Coils shall have a factory-Installed refrigerant
metering device and be equipped wtth retngerant line
fittings which permit mechanical connections Cull casing
shall bp Insulated and constructed of galvanneal steel,
bonderized and finished with baked enamel.
Electric heater enclosure shall be insulated and have lar k e
front service access door. Heating elements shall he
sequenced on and off in 5 kw increments. The 40FS models
over 15 kw shall be wired for 2-stage operation. Heater shall
be equipped with both thermal and current overload
devices, and the required heating and cooling system
controls, including (40-va) (60-va) control circuit 24-v
transformer.
Maximum dimensions: length	 in., width	 in.,
height	 inches.
Accessories shall include (Cooling Control Kit), (Heater
Spacer Plate), (Return Air Plenum), (Air Cleaner),
(Humidity Control Kit).
4M,
Manufacturer reserve* the right to discontinue, or change at any time, specifications or designs without notice and without incurring obligations.
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